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One of the main advantages of declarative languages is their clearly established formal 
semantics, that allows programmers to reason about the properties of programs and to 
establish the correctness of tools. In particular, declarative debugging is a technique that 
analyses the proof trees of computations to locate bugs in programs. However, in the case 
of commercial declarative languages such as the functional language Erlang, sometimes 
the semantics is only informally defined, and this precludes these possibilities. Moreover, 
defining semantics for these languages is far from trivial because they include complex 
features needed in real applications, such as concurrency. In this paper we define a 
semantics for Core Erlang, the intermediate language underlying Erlang programs. We focus 
on the problem of concurrency and show how a medium-sized-step calculus, that avoids 
the details of small-step semantics but still captures the most common program errors, can 
be used to define an algorithmic debugger that is sound and complete.

© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Declarative debugging, also known as algorithmic debugging [1], is a semi-automatic debugging technique that asks ques-
tions to an external oracle, usually the user, to obtain information about the validity of subcomputations that took place in 
an execution leading to an unexpected result. The computation is usually represented as a debugging tree, a data structure 
that omits the execution details to focus on the subcomputation results. In the case of declarative languages, this tree cor-
responds to some simplification of the proof tree that represents the erroneous computation in a formal semantic calculus. 
This close relation between the debugger and the semantics allows us to prove the soundness (any function identified as 
buggy really contains an error) and completeness (a buggy function is always found) of the approach, assuming that the 
oracle answers the questions appropriately.

More specifically, declarative debugging consists of two stages: tree generation and tree navigation. The first one builds 
the debugging tree by keeping those nodes from the proof tree that are related to relevant events (e.g. function calls). The 
rest of the inferences in the proof tree (e.g. substituting a variable by its corresponding value in the current context) can 
be discarded as far as we can prove that, if any of these inferences lead to an invalid result, then the source of the error is 
among the nodes we have decided to keep. During the second stage, the debugger traverses the debugging tree marking the 
nodes as valid or invalid according to the user answers, until a so-called buggy node, an invalid node with all its children 
valid, is found. The intuitive meaning of a buggy node is that, if “something” is producing an incorrect result from correct 
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subcomputations, then it contains an error. More detailed information about computing and traversing the tree and possible 
answers is available in [2], while a generalized approach to these concepts is presented in [3].

Since the number and the complexity of the questions asked to the user depend on the debugging tree, the calculus 
chosen to build this tree is very important. In this sense, it is usually easier to answer questions related to the final result 
obtained from a function call,1 so big-step semantics are preferred when working in this field. Nonetheless, these semantics 
are not suitable when dealing with concurrent systems, because:

• Functions in concurrent programs can be non-terminating, so final values might not be reached in some cases. This is 
the case for example of servers, that are often coded as infinite loops that attend and dispatch messages.

• Even for terminating functions, it might be the case that, due to some bug, the function waits for some message that 
never arrives, and thus the function cannot finish and return a value.

• From the declarative debugging point of view, questions involving too many messages (it might be up to hundreds of 
messages) would be impossible to answer, making the approach unfeasible.

On the other hand, small-step semantics present to the user too specific fragments of the execution, which might be 
difficult to analyze and increases the number of questions beyond usability. This has prevented declarative debugging from 
being applied in general to concurrent programs.

We present in this paper a semantics for concurrent Core Erlang, the intermediate language used by Erlang, that solves 
these problems by introducing the notion of medium-sized step. A medium-sized step is the biggest step we can afford in a 
concurrent setting, because a declarative debugging approach based on this semantics:

• Asks meaningful questions that refer to steps that the user has in mind when designing the system (mainly transitions 
inside a process after a message is consumed).

• Reduces the number of questions with respect to small-step semantics.

The main contributions of this paper are:

1. We describe our medium-sized-step semantics in detail. We focus on the concurrent rules, since the rules corresponding 
to the sequential subset of Erlang are standard big-step semantics.

2. We prove the soundness and completeness of declarative debugging with respect to the semantics. In fact, this approach 
has been implemented in the Erlang Declarative Debugger EDD [4–6], available at https://github .com /tamarit /edd.

3. We prove the correctness of our medium-size-step semantics with respect to the semantics of Lanese et al. [7]. We 
choose this semantics because (i) it is used to debug and (ii) it is one of the most recent semantics published for 
Erlang.

4. We discuss other frameworks that would benefit from this semantics to formally prove their underlying foundations.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents our semantics and compares it with [7]. Section 3
relates the semantics with the declarative debugging schema, and describes the theory underlying the declarative debugger 
in [6]. Section 4 introduces some other applications that can take advantage of the theoretical foundations of our semantics. 
Section 5 discusses the extension of the language to support tuples, lists, anonymous functions, and higher-order, focusing 
on the syntactical and semantic changes, as well as their impact on the theoretical results. Finally, Section 6 concludes and 
presents some lines of future work.

This paper is related to [4–6] as they are publications devoted to the tool EDD in different phases of its development. 
Concretely, [4] presents EDD only for sequential Erlang programs, and [5] contains the technical details. Based on them, 
[6] presents the tool for concurrent Erlang programs, including a wide set of benchmarks assessing the scalability of the 
system but omitting technical details. The present paper fills that gap by presenting the semantic calculus used by EDD 
when debugging concurrent programs, its soundness and completeness w.r.t. other semantic calculus, and its adequacy for 
declarative debugging.

2. Syntax and semantic calculus

In this section we introduce the syntax of the simplified Erlang programs considered in this paper, as well as the pro-
posed semantics calculus to evaluate them. We also prove the soundness and completeness of our semantics calculus with 
respect to the small-step Erlang semantics proposed in [7].

2.1. Syntax

We consider Core Erlang programs [8,9], a simplified version of Erlang programs without syntactic sugar that is used 
as an intermediate step during compilation. In order to keep the setting as simple as possible and improve readability, we 

1 As we will present later, declarative debugging can be used to debug other structures besides function calls. However, we focus on this simpler notion 
for the sake of simplicity.

https://github.com/tamarit/edd
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module ::= module Atom = fun1 . . . funn

fun ::= fname = fun(Xn) → e
fname ::= Atom/Integer

v ::= Atom | Integer | Float | p | fname
vv ::= X | v
vp ::= X | p

e ::= X | v | let X = e1 in e2 | call fname(vvn)
| apply fname(vvn) | case vv of b1; . . . ; bn end
| spawn(fname, [vvn]) | vp ! vv | receive b1; . . . ; bn end

b ::= pat when e1 → e2

pat ::= X | v

mnf ::= v | let_receive
let_receive ::= receive b1; . . . ; bn end | let X = let_receive in e

Fig. 1. Syntax of concurrent Core Erlang programs and medium-sized normal forms.

have focused on those elements of the language that provide concurrency, namely process creation, message submission, 
and message consumption. Therefore, we have omitted some features of Erlang like higher-order, anonymous functions, lists, 
tuples, and conditional expressions. Nevertheless, all these missing features can be integrated into the syntax and semantics 
without invalidating the theoretical results here, see Section 5 for more details.

Fig. 1 shows the syntax of Core Erlang programs, where the notation on represents a sequence of n elements of type 
o. A Core Erlang program consists of a module name followed by several function definitions. Each function definition 
has a name with arity (fname), a sequence of parameters (Xn), and a body (e). Values (v) are atoms, integer and float 
numbers, process identifiers (p), and function names (fname). An expression e can be a variable, a value, a let expression, 
an invocation to a built-in function (call)2 or to a function defined in the current module (apply), a case expression, 
the creation of a new process (spawn), a message submission (!), or a message reception (receive). Both case and 
receive expressions are composed by several branches b, each one with a pattern (pat), a guard (e1), and a body (e2). 
Notice that the parameters in our expressions are always variables or values (vv and vp). This type of syntax, known as 
A-normal form [10] (ANF), is different from the official Core Erlang syntax, where parameters can be any expression. The 
main reason for this decision is dealing with simpler expressions with a more predictable shape in our semantic calculus 
and the declarative debugger. This is not a limitation, as any Core program can be transformed to ANF by extracting the 
evaluation of parameters in chained let expressions. Indeed, we have checked that the Erlang/OTP compiler (version 21) 
applies this simplification in almost all the cases when processing Erlang programs. Additionally, ANF presents other benefits 
like simplifying some compiler optimizations [10], although it is not relevant in this work.

Fig. 1 also contains the definition of mnf , which stands for medium-sized normal forms (MNF in short), i.e., expressions 
that cannot progress either because they are already values or because they are expressions stuck in a receive expression 
that need a message to continue. These expressions play an important role in the semantic calculus, as we explain shortly.

Example 2.1. Fig. 2 presents a Core Erlang program for the concurrent version of the Fibonacci function, called cfib and 
implemented in Lines 1–19. It receives two arguments, a natural number standing for the Fibonacci number to be computed 
and the identifier of the process that required the computation. The function first distinguishes whether we are computing 
a base case (Lines 3–4) and it just needs to return the result to the parent, or it is a recursive case (Lines 5–18). In this case 
we compute some values that will be required latter (remember that functions are applied to completely reduced values); 
in particular, it stores the value of self() (Line 6), M-1 (Line 7), and M-2 (Line 9). It also makes two recursive calls inside 
spawn (Lines 8 and 10) and collects the results by means of two receive expressions (Lines 11–18). Finally, the final 
result is obtained by using the function add and storing the result in Res, which is sent to the parent (Line 16).

The function add should add the two values received as arguments but it is buggy and multiplies them. Hence, cfib
is a buggy function that always returns 0 (except for the base case 1). We will discuss in the upcoming sections how this 
function could be debugged.

2.2. Message order between processes

Before introducing our semantic calculus, we discuss a point that different Erlang semantics handle in several ways: the 
arrival order of the messages submitted among processes. The majority of semantics [11–14] consider that every process 
contains an inbox where incoming messages are stored. In these semantics, when a message m is sent to a process p, 
m is immediately enqueued into the inbox of process p. In single-node environments this behavior is acceptable, because 
the communication delay is insignificant. However, in a distributed system with multiple nodes, messages might suffer 
different delays. One of the fundamental ideas behind Erlang is that message passing between a pair of processes is assumed 

2 In the Core Erlang specification [9] the call keyword represents inter-module invocations, that can be built-in functions. As in [7], we assume only 
one module, so our call expressions are applied to built-in functions.
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1 ’cfib’/2 = fun (N,Parent) ->
2 case N of
3 0 when ’true’ -> Parent ! 0
4 1 when ’true’ -> Parent ! 1
5 M when ’true’ ->
6 let Self = call ’self’/0() in
7 let N1 = call ’-’/2(M, 1) in
8 let _ = call spawn (’cfib’/2, [N1,Self]) in
9 let N2 = call ’-’/2(M, 2) in

10 let _ = call spawn(’cfib’/2, [N2,Self]) in
11 receive
12 A when ’true’ ->
13 receive
14 B when ’true’ ->
15 let Res = apply ’add’/2(A, B) in
16 Parent ! Res
17 end
18 end
19 end
20
21 ’add’/2 = fun (X,Y) -> call ’*’/2(X, Y)

Fig. 2. Concurrent Fibonacci in Core Erlang.

to be ordered [15,16],3 but the behavior of the rest of messages is not guaranteed, so any possibility must be supported by 
the semantics. This distributed situation is explained in detail in [19,7] by means of an example: suppose three processes 
p1, p2, and p3, each one running in a different node. Process p1 sends hello to p2 and then sends world to p3. Process 
p3 simply resends to p2 any message that it receives. The key question is: in this scenario, which message will arrive first 
to p2? In a single node setting, if the communication delay is so insignificant that messages are delivered immediately, the 
message hello will arrive before world, but in a multi-node setting any of the two messages can be received first.

This problem has been solved in different semantics by using additional message queues. One possibility is to use a 
message queue per node, holding all messages currently “in transit” to that node [19]. Another possibility is considering a 
global mailbox [20,7] (also called ether) that stores all the sent messages before delivering them to the destination process. 
In all these semantics message submission and message delivery are separated in two different stages, therefore supporting 
some reordering of the messages. In our semantic calculus we use outboxes in each process, i.e., queues that store all 
the messages submitted by the process that have not been consumed yet. When a process needs to consume a message, 
it selects any process and looks in order for any message addressed to it. This allows us to keep the order of messages 
inside processes while supporting interleaving between messages from different processes. Outboxes are less restrictive 
than inboxes, where messages are ordered by their timestamp, while more restrictive than a global outbox, which supports 
any reordering of messages. The next subsection explains this solution in detail.

2.3. A calculus for concurrent Core Erlang

We propose the calculus called CEC (Concurrent Erlang Calculus) to evaluate sets of processes. These sets of processes are 
named configurations and are denoted as �. Inside configurations, each process is represented by a tuple � p, 〈e, θ〉, l �, 
where:

• p is the process identifier.
• e is the expression to be evaluated in the process.
• θ is a substitution mapping variables to values and standing for the context where e appears. We denote by id the 

empty substitution, and the operator � stands for the disjoint union of substitutions.
• l is the outbox with the messages sent by the process and not received by the addressee yet. It has the form l ≡

[p1 ! v1, . . . , pm ! vm], indicating the order of the messages, which is important in the case of repetitions of the same 
process identifier pi in the list. We use the notation |l| to represent the number of elements in an outbox list, l + l′ to 
indicate the concatenation, and l|p to indicate the restriction of l to the messages for process p.

The CEC calculus proves three kinds of statements:

1. � ⇒ �′: indicates that the configuration � evolves into �′ by evaluating one processes in � to its next medium-sized 
normal form (possibly creating new processes). Several statements ⇒ can be combined in a single ⇒+ statement, as 
presented later.

3 As noted in [17,7], this may not be guaranteed in current implementations; and is a controversial topic in the erlang-questions mailing list [18].
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(PROC)
〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l′,�′) e is not MNF

�· � p, 〈e, θ〉, l �⇒ �· � p, 〈mnf , θ ′〉, l + l′ � ·�′

(CONSUME1)
〈mnf , θ〉 l′2, j−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l′,�′)

�· � p1, 〈mnf , θ〉, l1 � · � p2, 〈mnf 2, θ2〉, l2 �⇒
�· � p1, 〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l1 + l′ �,� p2, 〈mnf 2, θ2〉, l′′2 � ·�′

where l′2 ≡ l2|p1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ |l′2|, i is the position of the jth message of l′2 in l2,
and l′′2 is l2 after removing the ith message.

(CONSUME2)
〈mnf , θ〉 l′, j−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l1,�′)

�· � p, 〈mnf , θ〉, l �⇒ �· � p, 〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l′′ + l1 � ·�′

where l′ ≡ l|p , 1 ≤ j ≤ |l′|, i is the position of the jth message of l′ in l,
and l′′ is l after removing the ith message.

(ENDLOCK)
〈mnf 1, θ1〉 l′1,0−→ lock . . . 〈mnf k, θk〉

l′k ,0−→ lock

� ⇒ endlock
where k ≥ 1,

� ≡ � p1, 〈mnf 1, θ1〉, l1 �, . . . ,� pk, 〈mnf k, θk〉, lk �,

� pk+1, 〈vk+1, θk+1〉, lk+1 �, . . . ,� pn, 〈vn, θn〉, ln �
and l′i ≡ (l1 + . . . + ln)|pi for i = 1 . . .k.

(Tr)
�0 ⇒ �1 �1 ⇒ �2 . . . �n−1 ⇒ �n n ≥ 1

�0 ⇒+ �n

Fig. 3. Rules for evaluating configurations (⇒ and ⇒+).

2. 〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l, �), where e is not a medium-sized normal form. This medium step indicates that e with context 
θ has reached the medium-sized normal form mnf with context θ ′ , sending the messages in l, and creating the new 
processes in �.

3. 〈mnf , θ〉 l,i−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l′, �): the medium-sized normal form mnf with context θ is evaluated to mnf ′ with context θ ′
after consuming the ith message from the outbox l. This statement indicates that the process has sent the messages 
stored in the outbox l′ and created the new processes in �.

A special case of the statements of type 1 is � ⇒ endlock and � ⇒+ endlock, meaning that the final configuration is 
blocked in receive expressions with no possibility to continue, while the rest of processes have computed a value and 
finished. The third statement type also has a special case with the form 〈mnf , θ〉 l,0−→ lock, which indicates that no message 
from the outbox l can be consumed by mnf with context θ . Although the three statements occur in the calculus, only 
statements two and three are used in the debugging trees since the validity of statements of type 1 can be inferred from 
the validity of their premises.

Before presenting the rules of CEC, we will introduce three auxiliary operations related to message matching. The pred-
icate fails(mnf , l, θ) accepts a medium-sized normal form mnf , a list of messages l, and a substitution θ . This predicate 
succeeds if the receive expression in mnf cannot consume any message in l considering the substitution θ for its free 
variables. On the other hand, the function succeeds(mnf , l, j, θ) accepts a medium-sized normal form mnf , a list of messages 
l, a position j, and a substitution θ . This function succeeds if the first message that the receive expression in mnf can 
consume is the jth message of l, considering the substitution θ for its free variables. It returns a pair (e, θ ′) containing 
the expression e that corresponds to the body of the first branch of the receive expression that matches the mentioned 
message, as well as the substitution θ ′ that results from extending θ with the matching substitution. Both functions, fails
and succeeds, represent the evaluation of a receive Erlang expression (see Fig. 1) in our calculus, where all the available 
messages are tried in order of submission. Each message is matched against all the branches in the order they appear, 
and the first branch whose pattern matches the expression and the guard evaluates to true is selected, executing the 
corresponding body. Finally, the function succeeds_case(θ, v, bn) is used to evaluate case expression. It accepts a context 
substitution θ , a value v, and a sequence of branches bn , returning a pair (e′, θ ′). The expression e′ is the body of the first 
branch matching v, and θ ′ is the substitution that extends θ with the matching substitution.

Fig. 3 presents the rules for evaluating configurations using ⇒ and ⇒+ , which focus mainly on message consumption. 
As we will see, when new processes are created they may not contain an MNF, so they are evaluated using rule (PROC)

to reach it. From that moment, they will be evaluated using (CONSUME1) or (CONSUME2) to consume one message and 
reach its next MNF, which can be a final value. Additionally, locked configurations are detected and evolved to the special 
configuration endlock. More specifically:
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(RCV1)
〈mnf , θ〉 l1, j−→ (〈v, _〉, l,�) 〈e, θ ′′〉 → (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l′,�′)

〈let X = mnf in e, θ〉 l1, j−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l + l′,� · �′)

where θ ′′ ≡ θ � {X �→ v}.

(RCV2)
〈mnf , θ〉 l1, j−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l,�) mnf ′ is not a value

〈let X = mnf in e, θ〉 l1, j−→ (〈let X = mnf ′ in e, θ ′〉, l,�)

(RCV3)
succeeds(mnf , l, j, θ) = (e′, θ ′) 〈e′, θ ′〉 → (〈mnf ′, θ ′′〉, l′,�)

〈mnf , θ〉 l, j−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′′〉, l′,�)

(LOCK)
fails(mnf , l, θ)

〈mnf , θ〉 l,0−→ lock

Fig. 4. Rules for consuming messages from queues (
l, j−→).

- (PROC) shows how configurations evolve when a process p is evaluating a non-MNF expression. The evaluation step yields 
a tuple (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l′, �′), where the values l′ and �′ refer to the list of messages sent and the new processes created during 
the computation step, respectively. These elements are integrated into the new configuration.
- (CONSUME1) and (CONSUME2) are employed when a process is evaluating an MNF expression and consumes a mes-
sage from an outbox. (CONSUME1) indicates that this message is taken from the outbox l2 of another process p2, while 
(CONSUME2) illustrates the case where the message is taken from the outbox l of the same process that consumes the 
message (a so called self message). Notice that in both cases the outboxes are restricted to those messages addressed to the 
consuming process and that, also in both cases, the consumed message is removed from the outbox of the sender process.
- (ENDLOCK) characterizes a locked configuration. It requires that all the processes are finished, i.e., either they contain a 
value or are MNF expressions locally locked, that is, there are no messages in the whole configuration (note that l′i collects 
all the messages addressed to pi from all the outboxes) that can be accepted by the receive expression that must be 
evaluated next. There must be at least one process locally locked in order to apply this rule.
- (Tr) is the transitivity rule that combines inferences in order to evaluate the configuration by evolving processes and 
consuming messages an arbitrary number of times. This rule is relevant for declarative debugging because we need a 
debugging tree, and this rule generates the root ⇒+ that is the beginning of the debugging process.

It is important to note that the (CONSUME∗) rules guarantee the order of messages between a pair of processes since 
they first select a process and then take in order all the messages submitted to p using the outbox restriction l|p . Then the 
function succeeds processes the messages in order, selecting the first matching branch. This technique solves the problem 
shown in Section 2.2. In that scenario, a possible configuration after p1 sends message hello to p2, world to p3, and p3

consumes the message from the outbox of p1 is:

� p1,mnf 1, [p2 ! hello] �� p2,mnf 2, [ ] �� p3,mnf 3, [p2 ! world] �
In this configuration p2 has two possible messages to consume, one in p1 and one in p3. Using (CONSUME1) p2 can 
continue consuming any message, therefore consuming first hello and then world or vice versa.

Fig. 4 contains the rules for message consumption in a process evaluating an MNF within a certain context θ :
- (RCV1) handles an MNF where the argument in the let expression is evaluated to a value after consuming the message. 
In this case, it continues the evaluation of the body by using the appropriate substitution θ ′′ until the next MNF.
- (RCV2) evaluates an MNF where the argument in the let expression reaches another MNF that is not a value after 
consuming the message. Then, the let expression cannot be evaluated and no binding for X is generated.
- (RCV3) acts once the receive expression inside an MNF is reached. Then, succeeds returns the body e′ of the computed 
receive branch that accepts the jth message (otherwise this rule cannot be applied), with θ ′ as an extension of θ includ-
ing the binding due to the matching. The right-hand side premise of the inference evaluates the expression until it reaches 
the next MNF.
- (LOCK) is in charge of checking that a particular process cannot receive any of the messages from l, i.e., it is locally 
blocked with respect to l.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the rules of → that evaluate a process without consuming any message, including message submis-
sion and process creation. These rules evolve a process from an expression until it reaches the next MNF. Concretely:
- (MNF) evaluates an MNF expression to itself, without sending any message and creating no new processes.
- (VAR) reduces a variable to the value stored in the context θ . We assume that the original program is well-formed, so 
every variable used in any expression will have a value stored in the context.
- (APPLY) evaluates an invocation to a function defined in the current module. First we need to evaluate all arguments to 
values. As arguments vvn are values or variables, they will be evaluated using (MNF) or (VAR) so the resulting context θ
will not change and they will not send messages or create new processes. Then, it obtains a fresh variant of the rule of 
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(MNF) 〈mnf , θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ〉, [ ],∅)

(VAR) 〈X, θ〉 → (〈θ(X), θ〉, [ ],∅)

(APPLY)

〈vv1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅) . . . 〈vvn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)
〈e, θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l,�)

〈apply fname(vv1, . . . ,vvn), θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l,�)

where fname = fun(Xn) → e fresh and θ ′ ≡ θ � {Xn �→ vn} .

(CALL)

〈vv1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅) . . . 〈vvn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)
eval(fname,v1, . . . ,vn) = v

〈call fname(vv1, . . . ,vvn), θ〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [ ],∅)

where fname is a built-in Erlang function.

(CASE)

〈vv, θ〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [ ],∅) succeeds_case(θ,v,bn) = (e′, θ ′)
〈e′, θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l,�)

〈case vv of b1; . . . ;bn end, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l,�)

(LET1)
〈e1, θ〉 → (〈v, θ ′〉, l,�) 〈e2, θ ′′〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′′〉, l′,�′)

〈let X = e1 in e2, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′′〉, l + l′,� · �′)

where θ ′′ ≡ θ ′ � {X �→ v}.

(LET2)
〈e1, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l,�) mnf is not a value

〈letX= e1 in e2, θ〉 → (〈letX=mnf in e2, θ
′〉, l,�)

(SPAWN)
〈vv1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅) . . . 〈vvn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)

〈spawn(fname, [vv1, . . . ,vvn]), θ〉 → (〈p, θ〉, [ ],� p, 〈e, θ ′〉, [ ] �))

where fname = fun(Xn) → e fresh, θ ′ ≡ {Xn �→ vn}, and p is fresh.

(BANG)
〈vp, θ〉 → (〈p, θ〉, [ ],∅) 〈vv, θ〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [ ],∅)

〈vp !vv, θ〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [p !v],∅)

Fig. 5. Rules for evaluating an Erlang process (→).

fname with new parameter variables Xn . Finally, the function body e is evaluated using the context θ ′ = {Xn �→ vn} that 
maps parameters to values. The use of fresh variables is important to avoid possible collisions between variables defined in 
let expressions and function parameters.
- (CALL) is similar to (APPLY) but using a built-in function of the language, for example arithmetic or Boolean operators. 
Once all the arguments are evaluated to values, the special eval operator calculates the result of the built-in function We 
assume that built-in functions do not send messages or create new processes.
- (CASE) evaluates a case expression. First the expression vv is evaluated to a value, which is matched against the 
branches. The selected body branch e′ is then evaluated to the next MNF using the extended context θ ′ that includes 
the matching substitution.

- (LET1) is employed when the definition part in the let expression evaluates to a value. Then it binds the value to the 
appropriate variable, and continues by evaluating the body of the expression with the extended context. Notice that the 
messages sent in the definition part and the body are combined in l + l′ , as well as the created processes in both parts 
(� · �′).
- (LET2) evaluates a let expression when the definition is evaluated to an MNF that is not a value. Hence, it just updates 
the expression of the definition part but does not continue with the body of the let expression.
- (SPAWN) reduces a spawn expression to the new process identifier, creating a new process as a side effect. As in rule 
(APPLY), the arguments vvn must be evaluated to values before creating the new process, but these evaluations can only 
use rules (MNF) or (VAR) and therefore cannot create new processes or send any message. We also consider a fresh variant 
of the function definition to avoid collisions, and the new process starts with the context {Xn �→ vn} mapping the parameters 
to values.
- (BANG) evaluates a message submission by evaluating the destination process vp to a process identifier p and the message 
body vv to a value v. Similarly to (APPLY) these derivations use (MNF) or (VAR), so they cannot create new processes or 
send messages. The expression is evaluated to the message body v, and the message p ! v is added to the outbox.
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In the following, those statements of the form 〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l, �) or 〈mnf , θ〉 l,i−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l′, �) will be called 
evaluations and denoted by E . Additionally, we use CEC |=(P ,T ) E to indicate that the evaluation E can be proven with 
respect to the program P with proof tree T in CEC, while CEC �P E indicates that E cannot be proven in CEC.

2.4. Soundness and completeness of the semantic calculus

There are several different formulations of Erlang semantics [11–14,19,7]. All of them are similar, showing differences 
only in the syntax of the language (full Erlang or Core Erlang) and the imposed guarantees on the order of the messages 
in distributed environments, as explained in Section 2.2. Moreover, all of them are small-step semantics, so they cannot be 
easily used for declarative debugging, as sketched in the introduction and further discussed in the next section. In order to 
state and prove the soundness and completeness of our semantic calculus we will focus on the semantics proposed in [7]. 
There are several reasons for this choice: it has been proposed recently, it supports a similar syntax, and it has been used 
for debugging Erlang programs [21] (concretely using causal-consistent reversibility).

The semantics presented in [7] considers processes of the form 〈p, (θ, e),q〉, where the only difference with the processes 
defined in Section 2.3 is that q is the process mailbox, i.e., it contains the messages sent to the process. Since using process 
mailboxes can alter the message order in distributed environments, as noted in Section 2.2, the semantics in [7] uses a 
multiset � called global mailbox to store submitted messages that have not been yet delivered to the destination process 
mailbox. Therefore, a system in [7] is denoted by �; �, where � is a pool of processes4 separated by the associative and 
commutative operator |.

The semantics in [7] defines a small-step relation ↪→ that performs one evaluation step on a system. This semantics 
presents some differences with respect to the semantic calculus presented in Section 2.3 that must be addressed in order 
to define and prove soundness and completeness:

• When extracting a message from the global mailbox to be inserted in a process mailbox, it does not keep the order of 
messages between pairs of processes because that information was lost when inserting in the global mailbox. Therefore, 
the global mailbox solves the lack of valid message reordering in distributed systems, but sacrifices the order of mes-
sages between a pair of processes. As a result, there will be ↪→-derivations that cannot be reproduced by ⇒+ because 
↪→ delivers messages between processes in an unordered manner.

• When spawning a process with spawn(fname, [vn]), ↪→ adds a new process 〈p, (id,apply fname(vn)), [ ]〉 to the sys-
tem. Our semantic calculus follows an alternative but equivalent approach: if fname is defined as fun(Xn) → e then the 
added process is � p, 〈e, {Xn �→ vn}〉, [ ] �. Both expressions represent the same computation (one is one step ahead of 
the other), but this difference must be taken into account when translating between systems and configurations.

• The ↪→ relation uses internally a small-step relation lb−→ that evaluates the expression inside a process, similar to the 
one presented in Fig. 5. This relation displays a label lb that can be τ , self, receive, send, or spawn together 
with the values involved. The labels send and spawn store the same information as the messages sent and pro-
cesses spawned in a derivation 〈e, θ〉 → (〈e′, θ ′〉, l, �). Therefore, this information must be linked in order to create 
↪→-derivations from ⇒+ and vice versa.

Because of the first difference, our semantic calculus can be proved sound but not complete with respect to [7]. However, 
completeness can also be proved if we restrict how messages are delivered from the global mailbox in [7], as the authors 
did in a preliminary version of their semantics presented in [22]. Concretely, we will consider a small-step relation ↪→mop

(from message-order-preserving) that is equal to ↪→ but restricts message delivery: instead of delivering any message from 
the global mailbox �, it first selects any pair of processes (p, p′) and then takes from � the oldest message from p to p′ .

In order to state the soundness and completeness results, we need a way to relate configurations and systems. This will 
be done by two translations: ‖ · ‖ from configurations to systems and (|·|) from systems to configurations.

Definition 2.1 (Translation of configurations, ‖ · ‖). A configuration

� ≡ � p1, 〈e1, θ1〉, l1 � · · · � pn, 〈en, θn〉, ln �
is translated into a system

‖ � ‖=
n⋃

i=1

�i; 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉| . . . |〈pn, (θn, en),qn〉

where (l1 + . . . + ln)|pi = �i ∪ qi , i.e., the messages sent to process pi are divided between the global mailbox (through �i ) 
and the local mailbox qi . Additionally, these local mailboxes qi are message-order-preserving: a) For every process p, all the 

4 We overload notation and use � to represent a pool of processes of [7] and also configurations as defined in Section 2.3. The context will solve any 
ambiguity.
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messages in any qi submitted by p are older than the messages from p in �, and b) for every process p, the messages from 
p in any mailbox qi appear in the order they were sent. Notice that, as any message-order-preserving split of messages 
between �i and qi is valid, the translation of a configuration is not unique.

For the translation (|·|) from systems to configurations we will need some additional information in order to reliably rep-
resent the same information. First, we need to reconstruct outboxes from the messages in the global and local mailboxes. 
Therefore, we will assume that every message p!v in a global or local mailbox is decorated with the sender process ps

and an incremental timestamp t indicating the moment when it has been sent: p!vt
ps

. Second, we need to detect those 
processes newly spawned, as they will contain an apply expression in systems but the body of the spawned func-
tion in configurations. Therefore, we will also assume that newly created processes in systems are decorated with a ∗
mark—〈p, (θ,apply∗fname(vn)), [ ]〉—which disappears as soon as they are evaluated one step. Considering these decora-
tions we can define (|·|) as:

Definition 2.2 (Translation of systems, (|·|)). The translation of a system (|�; 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉| . . . |〈p1, (θn, en),qn〉|) is defined as

� p1, 〈e′
1, θ

′
1〉, l1 � · · · � pn, 〈e′

n, θ ′
n〉, ln �

where:

• li contains those messages sent by pi that occurs in � and qn , sorted by timestamp;
• if ei = apply∗fname(vn) then e′

i = e and θ ′
i = {Xn �→ vn}, where fname = fun(Xn) → e;

• if ei �= apply∗fname(vn) then e′
i = ei and θ ′

i = θi .

Intuitively, this translation combines all the messages sent by a process that are in � or in local mailboxes and generates its 
outbox (ordered by sent time) and adapts the expression and context in the case of new processes. Note that, unlike ‖ · ‖, 
the translation of a system is unique.

Before stating the soundness and completeness results, we need to define some particular types of systems that play an 
important role:

Definition 2.3. A system

�;� = 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉| . . . |〈pn, (θn, en),qn〉
is called:

• blocked, if it cannot be evaluated using ↪→mop but at least one ei is not a value.
• empty-mailbox, if every qi = [ ].
• medium-sized normal form (MNF), if every ei is in MNF. A particular case of an MNF system is a finished system, identified 

because every ei is a value.

Now we can present the soundness of ⇒+ with respect to ↪→mop , that states that any step �0 ⇒ �1 can be mimicked 
by several steps ↪→mop from the translated initial configuration, reaching a translated destination configuration. If the desti-
nation configuration is the special term endlock, then it is possible to perform a ↪→mop-derivation to a blocked system from 
the translated initial configuration. The proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix A.

Theorem 2.1 (Soundness of ⇒+ w.r.t. ↪→). Consider a derivation �0 ⇒+ �1 and an empty-mailbox system �; � such that ‖ �0 ‖=
�; �. Then:

a) �; � ↪→+
mop ‖ �1 ‖, if �1 �= endlock

b) �; � ↪→∗
mop �′; �′ such that �′; �′ is blocked, if �1 = endlock

Note that restricting �; � to be an empty-mailbox implies that the translation ‖ �0 ‖ is deterministic, as all non con-
sumed messages are placed in the global mailbox. It is important to start the ⇒+-derivation from an empty-mailbox system 
so that the ↪→mop trace could deliver messages from different processes in an order compatible with the original derivation. 
Starting from arbitrary message-order-preserving systems could prevent some receive expressions from consuming the 
appropriate message because there is a previous message from a different process that matches with the branches. On the 
other hand, the final system ‖ �1 ‖ can contain messages in the local mailboxes provided they are message-order-preserving.

Similarly, we can prove a completeness result stating that any ↪→mop derivation reaching a MNF system can be repro-
duced with ⇒+:
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Theorem 2.2 (Completeness of ⇒+ w.r.t. ↪→ ). If �; � ↪→+
mop �′; �′ and �′; �′ is a MNF system then (|�;�|) ⇒+ (|�′;�′|) or 

(|�;�|) = (|�′;�′|).

Our semantic calculus advances processes to their next MNF, and ↪→mop can perform a small step on any process, reach-
ing non MNF expressions like let X=3 in X or apply add/2(1,2). Therefore our completeness result is restricted to 
derivations finishing in MNF systems, as the granularity of our semantic calculus could not reproduce those small steps if 
they do not end in an MNF expression. The case (|�;�|) = (|�′;�′|), although surprising at first, is a situation that appears 
naturally: a sequence of ↪→mop steps that do not evaluate any process expression but delivers messages from � to local 
mailboxes. This derivation reaches an MNF system if the original system was in MNF, but the steps do not change the 
translation of the system, so (|�;�|) = (|�′;�′|). Another aspect to mention with respect to the completeness result is that 
the syntax considered in this paper is smaller than the one used in [7]. Concretely, we consider Core Erlang programs in 
ANF (all the parameters are values or variables instead of general expressions, see Section 2.1) and we do not support tuples 
or lists. This is not a severe limitation, as any Core Erlang program in [7] without tuples and lists can be converted to our 
syntax by extracting the evaluation of the parameters in let expressions. Moreover, evaluating an ANF system using ↪→mop

generates a new ANF system.
Additionally, from the completeness result in Theorem 2.2 we can extract an immediate corollary about finished and 

blocked derivations, as in both cases the final system is MNF:

Corollary 2.1. Consider a derivation �; � ↪→+
mop �′; �′ .

• If �′; �′ is finished, then there is a derivation (|�;�|) ⇒+ (|�′;�′|).
• If �′; �′ is blocked, then there is a derivation (|�;�|) ⇒+ endlock.

As a final comment, our semantic calculus would be sound and complete with respect to ↪→ in [7] if we relax the 
restriction on the order of messages between processes. This change would require modifying the succeeds function so that 
it could match a message with any from a list of messages, ignoring their order. The proofs in Appendix A would be easily 
adapted as every ↪→mop step is a ↪→ step (for soundness) and the freedom when delivering messages would be the same 
as in the relaxed succeeds function.

3. Declarative debugging of concurrent Erlang programs

In this section we first relate declarative debugging with the calculus in the previous section. Then, we formally present 
the theoretical foundations of EDD, a declarative debugger for concurrent Erlang programs [4–6].

3.1. Relation between declarative debugging and the semantics

Let us recall the intuitions on how declarative debugging works; we present the formal details below in this section. 
Declarative debuggers first generate a debugging tree corresponding to an erroneous computation and then ask the user 
about the subcomputations in the tree; the user compares these computations with the results he/she expected and marks 
the nodes as correct/incorrect. The aim is to find a buggy node, an incorrect node with all its children correct, which points 
out an error in the code. It is important to note that defining a debugging framework is a subtle task, even when a semantics 
is available. From the practical point of view, the following issues must be addressed:

1. Decide the errors the debugger will detect. In our case we decided the debugger should detect wrong functions and 
wrong receive expressions.

2. Choose what nodes should correspond to questions. Although it would be possible to use the CEC proof tree correspond-
ing to an erroneous computation as debugging tree, it would contain many nodes whose correctness does not depend 
on the user’s code and, hence, it does not make sense to ask about them. For example, consider the rule (BANG) in 
Fig. 5: intuitively, the conclusion can only be wrong if one of the premises is wrong, and hence this node will never 
be buggy. On the other hand, consider the rule (APPLY): it might be the case that a function call does not return the 
expected result but the body executes as expected. Take the add function from Example 2.1: the result of add(1,1)
returns 1, which is unexpected, although the execution of the body, 1 * 1, returns 1, which is expected; in this case 
we would say that add is a wrong function.
In our case we keep those nodes related to the inference rules (APPLY), (RCV1), (RCV3), and (LOCK). When an (APPLY)

node is buggy it will point out a wrong function, while the rest of nodes will point out wrong receive expressions.

Example 3.1. Fig. 6 depicts a simplified debugging tree for the erroneous call cfib(2, self()), assuming the implemen-
tation shown in Example 2.1. We omit some parts of the nodes to make them readable; in particular, we omit substitutions 
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T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

� p1,cfib(2,p0), [ ] �⇒+� p1,0, [p0 ! 0] �� p2,0, [ ] �� p3,1, [ ] �

where :

T1 ≡ cfib(2,p0) → (receive A . . .end, [ ], (p2,p3))

T2 ≡ cfib(0,p1) → (0, [p1 ! 0],∅)

T3 ≡ cfib(1,p1) → (1, [p1 ! 1],∅)

T4 ≡ (RCV3)

receive A . . .end
[0],0−→ (receive B . . .end, [ ],∅)

T5 ≡ (RCV3)

(APPLY)
add(0,1) → (0, [ ],∅)

receive B . . .end
[1],0−→ (0, [p0 ! 0],∅)

Fig. 6. Simplified debugging tree for cfib(2, p0) (top), and the corresponding subtrees.

and the calls in spawn expressions. Moreover, we only depict those inference rules that might reveal bugs in the code. In 
the following we present the details of the tree.

The tree is presented on the top of the figure, where the root shows how the configuration evolved from the initial 
call (that we assume takes place in a process identified by p1) to the final configuration, where more processes have been 
created and a message is in the outbox of process p1 (two other messages were sent and consumed, as we will see). The 
first premise, that corresponds to an (APPLY) inference rule, indicates that the expression in the initial call is evaluated until 
it reaches the first receive expression. In this evaluation it creates two new processes, p2 and p3, that are required to 
evaluate fib(0, p1) and fib(1, p1), respectively. The next two premises, that also correspond to an (APPLY) inference 
rule, evaluate the expressions in the new processes, sending a message to p1 and reaching a final value (which corresponds 
to the sent value).

The next premise corresponds to the tree depicted as T4, which appears in the middle of the figure. It corresponds to 
the evaluation of the receive expression reached in the first premise, which was waiting for a message (we assume the 
consumed message is 0, sent from p2). Note that the root of this premise corresponds to a (RCV3) inference rule that 
directly evaluates the receive expression.

Lastly, the premise T5 is shown in the bottom of the figure. It follows a similar pattern as T4 but in this case the (RCV3)

inference rule has an extra premise, corresponding to the evaluation of add(0,1). It is easy to see that all nodes in T5 are 
incorrect, because they correspond to the end of the evaluation of fib(2, p0) but they return 0. In particular, the node 
corresponding to the evaluation of add(0,1) is erroneous and, hence, buggy (it has no children), so it points out add as 
a wrong function.

It is important to note that this debugging tree is much smaller than the proof tree, that would contain many nodes that 
are not related to the debugging process.

As the example above illustrates, note that (i) we need to keep exactly those nodes that reveal the errors previously 
chosen and (ii) the nodes shape the questions. In our case the questions have the form:

• Is this evaluation correct? Given a function and its arguments, the user must decide whether the medium-sized normal 
form reached, the sent messages, and the created processes are correct. This question corresponds to an (APPLY) node.

• Is this transition correct? Given a function waiting in a receive expression (possibly nested in a let structure), its 
context, and a list of messages sent by a certain process (possibly itself), the user must decide whether the reached 
medium-sized normal form, the sent messages, and the created processes are correct. This question corresponds to a 
(RCV1) node.

• Is this receive expression correctly executed? Given a receive expression, its context, and a list of messages sent by 
a certain process (possibly itself), the user must decide whether the correct message has been consumed, the correct 
branch has been taken, and the correct values (medium-sized normal form, messages sent, and processes created) have 
been obtained. This question corresponds to a (RCV3) node.

• Did you expect to reach a deadlock? Given a receive expression, its context, and a list of messages sent to this process 
by all processes (including itself), the user must decide whether it is correct that no message can be consumed. This 
question corresponds to a (LOCK) node.
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More details about these questions are available in [6]. Note the importance of the semantics here: a small-step semantics 
would not allow us to ask, for example, about the evaluation of functions beyond one step. For this reason, we require a 
semantics with inference rules that have the appropriate abstraction level, so buggy nodes point out relevant errors while 
the questions are not too difficult to answer.

Discussion: would it be possible to implement a declarative debugger by transforming a small-step semantics proof tree? In fact, 
some debuggers rely in tree transformations that put together several steps to improve the questions asked to the user. This 
kind of transformation has been used in general to deal with laziness issues [23,24], so they take a valid proof tree with 
respect to the semantics and return another valid tree in the same semantics. Other transformations of this kind (e.g. [25]) 
keep some nodes that are, in general, useless for the debugging process, but that can point out bugs by “accumulating” 
the errors from their children. However, the problem in our case needs a more complex solution than the proposed for the 
transformations above, because it requires to introduce nodes that do not correspond to inference rules in the semantics. 
For this reason, for each new node used in the debugging process we would need to prove:

• The reached values are appropriately propagated. In our case we would need to prove that the reached medium-sized 
normal form can be reached in a stand-alone way (it might be the case that other processes were executed and inter-
acted with the one executing the expression, which would be inconvenient for the debugging process), while the sent 
messages and the created processes of each step are adequately put together.

• The premises are appropriately placed. As explained above, declarative debugging tries to find a buggy node, an incorrect 
node with all its children correct. If the premises are not correctly relocated the debugger might identify as buggy a 
node that in fact has an incorrect child somewhere else.

• If found buggy, the node points out a particular error. If too many small steps are put together, it might be the case 
that the error in the node is due to more than one bug, hence worsening the granularity of the debugging process.

• The question related to the node is not too difficult. Putting together too many small steps also might make the corre-
sponding questions more difficult to answer, which in practice prevents users from using the tool.

Note that this transformation is not easy because small steps related to different processes can be interleaved. Moreover, 
new transformations (and their corresponding proofs) are required if the designer wants to find new errors. Finally, it is 
not sure that all errors can be replicated via a transformation. For this reason, we consider that it is worth designing a 
semantics that naturally fits the declarative debugging scheme.

Discussion: why not using a big-step semantics? As we sketched in the introduction, big-step semantics have not been 
designed for Erlang because some processes might not terminate. Moreover, after the declarative debugging description 
above it is also apparent that a big step semantics would produce too difficult questions: it would require the user to 
answer evaluations where many messages are received, only some of them are processed, many others are sent, several 
processes are created, and a final result is finally reached. To answer these questions the user would in fact divide the 
computation into smaller steps, that we consider would roughly correspond to our medium-sized steps.

3.2. Intended interpretations

Thus far we have presented the intuitions behind declarative debugging, but we have not defined formally when a 
node is correct or incorrect. To define these ideas, we need first the concept of intended interpretation, represented as I , 
which corresponds to the behavior expected by the oracle (in the following, the user) for the questions posed by the 
debugger. Based on the decisions we took above about the nodes that might point out errors in the Erlang code, this 
intended interpretation requires information about user functions and user-defined receive expressions. In the following 
we denote by f a user function, by r a receive expression, and by p either f or r.

We assume that the user knows the expected behavior of these pieces. This behavior is then extrapolated to complete 
programs by a suitable calculus ICEC presented in this section. The discrepancies between the results produced by the 
program, represented by CEC and the results expected by the user, represented by ICEC, define the buggy parts of the 
program.

The intended interpretation of a program P is defined as the union of two sets:

I = Ifun ∪ Ircv

The first set defines the expected values for function calls and has the form:
Ifun = {. . . , 〈f , θ〉 → (mnf , l, �), . . . } where

• f is a function defined as f/n = fun(X1, . . ., Xn) → e.
• The domain of the substitution θ must be {X1, . . . , Xn}.
• l is the list of messages sent by this function.
• � is the set processes created by this function.
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Thus, Ifun contains the results expected for any possible function call to program functions. This notion can be easily 
extended to anonymous functions, which are not discussed here for simplicity but will be considered in Section 5. The other 
set that is part of I refers to the intended behavior of receive expressions and it is a set union of the form:

Ircv =
⋃

〈 p.r, l, θ 〉
I〈 p.r, l, θ 〉

with p any program piece of code, r any receive statement reachable from p during a computation, θ a variable substitu-
tion, and l a list of incoming messages. I〈 p.r, l, θ 〉 represents the expected behavior of p when stopped in r and in presence 
of the incoming messages l. As usual, θ represents the context, that is, the binding of variables in p.r occurred so far.

Assuming that l is the incoming list for the process computing p.r, we can distinguish two possible forms for each set 
I〈 p.r, l, θ 〉:

1. Ipr = {Ifails(r, l, θ)} if the user expected the process to be blocked.
2. Ipr = {Isucceeds(p.r, l, j, θ) → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l′, �)} if the computation of p is expected to continue consuming the jth 

message of l, reaching the new medium-sized normal form mnf with new context θ ′ , and producing in between the list 
of output messages l′ and the new processes �. It is worth noticing that l is a list of input messages to this process of 
the form [v1, . . . , vn], while l′ is an output box list of the form:

l′ ≡ [p1!v1, . . . ,pm!vm]
Given that the intended interpretation is potentially infinite, it might seem unfeasible for the user to keep it in mind. 

Note, however, that in practice he/she is only required to answer questions related to the particular computations that 
took place to obtain the current result, which greatly reduces the size and the complexity of the intended interpretation in 
practice.

Example 3.2. The intended interpretation for the program in Example 2.1 would consist of the infinite set of all possible 
evaluations and transitions for cfib(N, Parent) and add(X, Y), for N, X, and Y natural numbers and P a process 
identifier, and for the two receive expressions in cfib in all the possible contexts. For example, 〈add, [X �→ 7, Y �→
12]〉 → (19, [ ], ∅) and 〈cfib, [N �→ 1, Parent �→ p1]〉 → (1, [p1 ! 1], ∅) would be part of the intended interpretation but 
〈add, [X �→ 0, Y �→ 1]〉 → (0, [ ], ∅) would not be part of it.

However, as shown in Example 3.1, the user is only required to have in mind a reduced number of elements to answer 
the questions related to a particular debugging session (in that case, the 6 elements corresponding to the 6 nodes in the 
tree, excluding the root).

3.3. Intended semantic calculus

The validity of the nodes in a CEC-proof tree is obtained by defining the intended interpretation calculus. This calculus, 
called ICEC, is defined as follows:

Definition 3.1. The calculus ICEC contains the same inference rules as CEC, prefixing the label of each rule by I to avoid 
confusion. The definitions of the rules are also the same in both calculi, except by:

1. (IAPPLY), which adds the following additional side condition to the CEC rule (APPLY):

〈f , θ ′〉 → (mnf , l,�) ∈ I

where θ ′ is defined in (APPLY) as the substitution binding the variables in the definition of the function f to the values 
computed for the arguments.

2. (IRCV1) also adds to (RCV1) a new side condition of the form

Isucceeds(p.r, l1, j, θ) → (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l + l′,� · �′) ∈ I

where:
• (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l + l′, � · �′) is the conclusion of the inference rule (RCV1) in Fig. 4.
• r is the leftmost, innermost receive in the left-hand side of the conclusion of the inference rule (RCV1).
• p is the smallest (closest) piece of code (either a function or a receive statement) that contains the let statement.

3. (IRCV3) adds to (RCV3), the new side condition:

Isucceeds(r.r, l, j, θ) → (〈mnf ′, θ ′′〉, l′,�) ∈ I.

where (〈mnf ′, θ ′′〉, l′, �) is conclusion of the inference rule.
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4. (ILOCK), which adds a new side condition Ifails(r, l, θ) ∈ I to (LOCK).

The differences between ICEC and CEC are easy to understand: The first point forces (IAPPLY) to check whether the first 
step of a function call is a valid statement in I . Analogously, (IRCV1) and (IRCV3) only allow expected transitions. In the 
rule (IRCV1) we only check the outer let expression, but other inner expressions are also checked while evaluating the 
premises of the inference rule. It is worth observing that the closest piece of code can be either the function f that contains 
the associated Erlang code (the code that has given rise to the let), or a receive statement defined in f , which contains 
the let in the body of some rule. Finally, (ILOCK) ensures that failures are only accepted if expected in the intended 
interpretation.

Summarizing, we can say that ICEC only computes intended values. Analogously to the case of CEC , the notation

ICEC |=(P ,I,T ) E

indicates that the evaluation E can be proven with respect to the program P and the intended interpretation I with proof 
tree T in ICEC, while ICEC �(P ,I) E indicates that E cannot be proven in ICEC. The tree T , the program P , and the intended 
interpretation I are only made explicit when they are needed.

ICEC determines the validity of computations as indicates the following definition.

Definition 3.2. Let P be a Core Erlang Program, I an (intended) interpretation, T be a CEC computation tree with respect 
to P , and N be a node in T containing an evaluation E .

1. N is valid with respect to ICEC when ICEC |=(P ,I) E , and invalid when ICEC �(P ,I) E .
2. N is called buggy with respect to ICEC if E is invalid with all its children valid (in both cases with respect to ICEC).

This notion of valid/invalid evaluation gives rise to buggy nodes and hence it is the basis of declarative debugging, so it 
is worth revisiting the intuition. We have the following ingredients: an evaluation E the user wants to debug, a proof tree 
for E built in CEC, which relies on the code, and the behavior the user had in mind, ICEC. We can traverse the proof tree 
marking nodes with respect to ICEC to find the differences between what happened and what the user expected to happen; 
once a buggy node is found a bug is pointed out and the program can be fixed.

Now we are ready to define the errors detected by our tool.

3.4. Errors in core Erlang programs

Next we define precisely the errors detected with our technique:

Definition 3.3. Let P be a Core Erlang program, I its intended interpretation, and T a CEC computation tree. Let r be a
receive expression statement in P and f a program function. Then, we say that:

1. r is erroneously failing if it is the receive statement executed in a buggy node of T rooted by the label (LOCK).
2. r is erroneously succeeding if it is the receive statement executed in a buggy node of T rooted by the label (RCV3).
3. r (respectively f ) contains an erroneous transition if its body (in the case of r the body of the branch reached accepting 

a previous message) is the conclusion of a buggy (RCV1) inference rule in T .
4. f contains an erroneous first step if it is the function executed in a buggy (APPLY).

The errors are detected as discrepancies between the actual computations represented by CEC and the ‘ideal’ computa-
tions represented by ICEC.

Observe, for instance the definition of erroneously failing receive. Looking to the inference rule (LOCK) and consider-
ing the definition of buggy node (invalid conclusion with valid premises) it says in other words that:

• fails(r, l, θ), but
• ICEC �(P ,I) Ifails(r, l, θ), that is, Ifails(r, l, θ) /∈ I .

We say that a Core Erlang program is a wrong program when one of the associated computation trees contains any of the 
errors mentioned in the previous definition. We also say that an Erlang program is a wrong program if its Core representation 
is wrong. The next proposition ensures that only the inference rules mentioned in the previous definition can be buggy:

Proposition 3.1. Let P be a Core Erlang program and T be a CEC computation tree with invalid root. Then:

1. T contains at least one buggy node.
2. Every buggy node corresponds to either an (APPLY), (RCV1), (RCV3), or (LOCK) inference.
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The first item is a general property of computation trees which can be proved easily by induction on the size of the tree: 
in every tree with invalid root it is possible to find at least one invalid node with all its children valid.

The second item is a direct consequence of Definition 3.1 since only (APPLY), (RCV1), (RCV3), and (LOCK) are different 
in both calculi. In particular, the ICEC version of the rules is more restrictive since they add new side conditions. Then it is 
straightforward to check that only inferences rooted by these rules can be buggy.

3.5. Soundness and completeness of the debugger

Thus far we have defined our infrastructure for Core Erlang programs. However, EDD is a tool for locating bugs in 
standard Erlang programs, so we need a way to relate them and their Core Erlang translation. In order to do that, we assume 
the existence of a transformation | · | that, given an Erlang program, returns its Core Erlang representation, appropriately 
annotated so the errors found in Core Erlang can be traced back to the original program.5 This idea is detailed in the 
following assumption:

Assumption 1. Let P be an Erlang program and | · | the transformation that converts an Erlang expression into a Core 
expression. Then:

1. An evaluation E ≡ 〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l, �) is computed by some Erlang system6 with respect to P iff CEC |=P 〈|e|, θ〉 →
(〈|mnf |, θ ′〉, l, |�|).

2. An evaluation E ≡ 〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l, �) computed by some Erlang system is considered unexpected with respect to 
ICEC by the user iff ICEC �P 〈|e|, θ〉 → (〈|mnf |, θ ′〉, l, |�|).

Analogous considerations are valid for 〈e, θ〉 → lock, 〈e, θ〉 l,i→ (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l, �), and � p, 〈e, id〉, [ ] �⇒ �.

Now we are ready to state our main theoretical result, which lifts the result of the Proposition 3.1 to the case of Erlang 
Programs.

Intuitively, given a debugging tree for an invalid evaluation (hence with an invalid root) we need to prove (completeness) 
it contains a buggy node and (soundness) this buggy node points out one of the errors defined in our framework: either an 
erroneous function or an erroneous receive expression.

Theorem 3.1. Let P be an Erlang program, I its intended interpretation, and E an unexpected evaluation in P . Then:

1. P is a wrong program.
2. A debugger examining the computation tree representing E in Core Erlang will find at least one of the errors described in Defini-

tion 3.3.

Proof (sketch). Consider an evaluation E ≡ 〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l, �) (it will be similar for an evaluation 〈mnf , θ〉 l,i−→
(〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l′, �)). To prove the first item, it is enough to check that the Core version of the program is a wrong program. 
According to Assumption 1 there is a computation tree T such that

CEC |=P ,T 〈|e|, θ〉 → (〈|mnf |, θ ′〉, l, |�|)
since 〈e, θ〉 is evaluated by the program P . Moreover, the same assumption ensures that since the result obtained is unex-
pected we have

ICEC �P 〈|e|, θ〉 → (〈|mnf |, θ ′〉, l, |�|)
Then, applying the Definition 1 we have that the root of T , which is the node 〈|e|, θ〉 → (〈|mnf |, θ ′〉, l, |�|) is invalid. Then, 
by Proposition 3.1, T contains a buggy node which corresponds to either an (APPLY), (RCV1), (RCV3), or (LOCK) inference 
rule, which in turn means that T contains some of the errors described in Definition 3.3, and thus P is a wrong program.

The proof of the second item is straightforward because a top-down navigation strategy (that is, looking for an invalid 
child of the root and recursively considering the root this invalid child until all children are correct) can find at least one 
buggy node, since the tree is finite. �

Thus, our debugger based on the technique depicted in this paper is suitable for finding the errors in Erlang programs 
with unexpected behavior.

5 Core Erlang abstract syntax trees generated by Erlang/OTP contain node annotations storing the file and line in the original Erlang program. They can 
be accessed using cerl:get_ann(), see https://erldocs .com /r16a /compiler /cerl .html #get _ann -1.

6 In our context this sentence must be understood as “by executing e with the values indicated by θ in Erlang we reach mnf with the extended 
substitution θ ′ , generating during the execution the messages in l and creating the processes in �.”

https://erldocs.com/r16a/compiler/cerl.html#get_ann-1
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4. Other applications of the semantic calculus

The operational semantics presented in this paper is mainly aimed to perform declarative debugging over concurrent 
executions of Erlang programs. However, it can also be applied in other contexts. In this section we explain some of them. 
In concrete, we explain how it can be used to perform runtime verification and behavior comparison.

4.1. Runtime verification

This section explains how we can use our operational semantics to check user-defined properties that should hold during 
each execution of a concurrent program. Concretely, the proposed properties define the order in which the concurrent events 
should occur between steps of the ⇒ relation. There are two levels where these properties can be defined: 1) global, where 
the defined order involves several processes of the system, and 2) local, where the order is defined for a single process. 
Another aspect that must be considered is that, sometimes, we are not interested in (or simply we do not know) all the 
concurrent events that should happen, but just a small subset of them. Similarly, it could happen that there are steps of the 
⇒ relation which are unknown or irrelevant. For this reason, we need a way to define properties in a form that allows us 
to express this omitted information.

Concurrent events are defined with a tuple of patterns named concurrent event pattern. Their elements are special patterns 
that allow us to define only the known/relevant information. The tuple has the form (p, consumed, sent, spawned), where:

• p is a pattern that represents the process identifier where the concurrent events should occur.
• consumed is a pair (p, msg) where p and msg are the patterns representing the sender and content of the consumed 

message. It can also be none, in case that no message should be consumed in this step.
• sent is a list that represents the outbox of the messages sent by the process. The elements of this list are tuples of 

the same form as in consumed. Additionally, the list can contain the symbol ∗, which stands for 0 to n elements, or +
which stands for 1 to n elements. The list can also contain lists of messages. A nested list indicates that the order in 
which its items occur is not relevant.

• spawned is a list where each element is either a pattern representing a process identifier, the symbols ∗/+, or a list 
(for undefined-order events).

Consider an example of one of these tuples:

(p1,none, [∗, (_, {activated, _}), (p2, ready),∗], [p2, [p3,p4]]).
This pattern represents a state where the process p1 has not consumed any message, it has sent two consecutive messages 
preceded and followed by an unknown number of messages, and it has created first the process p2, and then p3 and p4 (in 
an undefined order). The first message is sent to an unknown process, and its content is a tuple whose first element is the 
atom activated. The second message is sent to process p2 and its content is the atom ready.

A historic of events is a list that contains concurrent event patterns and the symbols ∗/+. It defines the order in which 
the concurrent event patterns should happen. Then, we define a system property P as a mapping of type (p | global) �→ His, 
where p is a process identifier, global is a special identifier which defines a global property, and His is a historic of events. 
Thus, P (p1) returns the historic of events of process p1 .

We can integrate the runtime property-checking by modifying the rules of Fig. 3 to add the system property to each rule 
state. The result can be found in Fig. 7, where we use the notation l[i] to access the ith element of a list of messages l. The 
idea is the following: we use a function named check7 to know whether the observed events in each step are the expected 
ones according to the user-defined property. If it can be checked, then the step is correct and a new system property P ′ is 
generated by removing the observed event. The property keeps being consumed until the end of the execution.

We have several scenarios to detect an unexpected behavior. First of all, when no rule can be fired, we can know what is 
wrong by consulting the current system state and the property that the semantics has not been able to validate. We could 
also increase this information by storing the last concurrent event that was tried to match against the property. Another 
interesting scenario is when the execution finishes but there are still events in the property that have not been checked. 
This means that the user expected the system to do more things than it actually has done. Similarly, when the property is 
empty and the execution of the semantics continues, we have an unexpected behavior that indicates that the system should 
have stopped but it has not.

The runtime verification system approach sketched here can be integrated into several tools that are extensively used 
by Erlang practitioners. One of these candidates is PropEr [26], a property-based testing tool based on QuickCheck [27]. 
With PropEr users provide first-order properties—for example ∀ L:list(). is_sorted(sort(L)) checking that after 
sorting a list L the result is sorted—and the system generates several random values to test the property. The runtime 
verification described here would allow users to extend those properties by integrating concurrent events. In order to 

7 We do not show here the definition of this function because it is a straightforward matching of patterns against actual expressions.
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(PROC)
〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l′,�′) e is not MNF

(�· � p, 〈e, θ〉, l �, P ) ⇒ (�· � p, 〈mnf , θ ′〉, l + l′ � ·�′, P ′)

where P ′ = check(P , (p, none, l′, �′))

(CONSUME1)
〈mnf , θ〉 l′2, j−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l′,�′)

(�· � p1, 〈mnf , θ〉, l1 � · � p2, 〈mnf 2, θ2〉, l2 �, P ) ⇒
(�· � p1, 〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l1 + l′ �,� p2, 〈mnf 2, θ2〉, l′′2 � ·�′, P ′)

where l′2 ≡ l2|p1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ |l′2|, i the position of the jth message of l′2 in l2,
l′′2 is l2 after removing the ith message,
and P ′ = check(P , (p1, (p2, l2[i]), l′, �′)).

(CONSUME2)
〈mnf , θ〉 l′, j−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l1,�′)

(�· � p, 〈mnf , θ〉, l �, P ) ⇒ (�· � p, 〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, l′′ + l1 � ·�′, P ′)

where l′ ≡ l|p , 1 ≤ j ≤ |l′|, i the position of the jth message of l′ in l,
l′′ is l after removing the ith message
and P ′ = check(P , (p, (p, l[i]), l1, �′)).

(Tr)
(�0, P0) ⇒ (�1, P1) . . . (�n−1, Pn−1) ⇒ (�n, Pn) n ≥ 1

(�0, P0) ⇒+ (�n, Pn)

Fig. 7. Modified rules for processes.

integrate this feature, an instrumentation of the evaluation process would be needed in such a way that in each evaluation 
step the corresponding properties would be checked.

The approach could also be integrated into Concuerror [28,29], a model checking tool for testing and verifying concurrent 
Erlang programs. This tool calculates all the interesting interleavings that a test, which should run a finite computation, 
can generate. Our proposed runtime verification approach could be used in this tool to obtain those interleavings for which 
the user-defined properties do not hold. The way Concuerror internally works, creating their own scheduler, would ease the 
integration of our approach.

Finally, EDD [4–6], the declarative debugger for Erlang which this work is aimed for, could also benefit of the proposed 
runtime verification. An extension of the debugger that took into account the user-defined properties would allow EDD to 
start a debugging session in the exact moment where a property does not hold. This will reduce the size of the debugging 
tree, which means less questions to be asked to the user. Additionally, the debugger will know the answer of some questions 
by using the previously verified parts of a property. EDD can integrate this approach by replacing its current evaluator, i.e., 
the standard one, by an instrumented one that as a side-effect checks the user-defined properties. Additionally, EDD could 
synthesize properties from a debugging session and store them, e.g. as PropEr tests.

4.2. Behavior comparison

A program evolves during its lifetime to incorporate new functionality or to correct or improve an existent one. When a 
complex system is changed, users wish to check that some basic functionality still works by comparing the old and the new 
version of the system. In a concurrent scenario, this implies a way to force the same interleaving when running a concrete 
test in both versions. In this section we demonstrate that our semantics can be used to execute a concrete interleaving 
instead of a random choice, enabling in this way this feature.

The first step is to get a fixed interleaving. This is done by an augmentation of the semantics very similar to the one 
shown in Fig. 7. Indeed, we could use exactly the same rules and conditions but instead of using the function check, 
we should use a new function add. This function produces a new property by adding the observed concurrent event to 
the history of the current process and of the global. At the end of the execution, it has been generated a completely 
defined property of the system, i.e., no patterns, lists, or symbols ∗/+ are inside it, instead all of its items are fully-defined 
expressions.

After recording the complete history of concurrent events for each process and for the whole system, we can run the 
new version by forcing exactly the same interleaving as the recorded property defines. The modification of the rules shown 
in Fig. 7 can be used to check that the new version is following the same interleaving. If the new version is able to finish its 
execution reaching the end with an empty property, then the system behaves in the same way as with the previous version.

However, it is not always possible nor desirable to use an interleaving that is too detailed. Sometimes, we are interested 
in keeping only a part of the behavior but not all. In order to achieve this, the recorded property can be abstracted, e.g. by 
a function that removes the constraints over the sent messages by replacing that sent message information by a wildcard 
pattern. Therefore, by the automated or personalized abstraction of the recorded properties, we obtain a more flexible 
behavior-preservation checking. This flexibility allows us to compare the behavior of very different program versions.
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(TUPLE)
〈vv1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅) . . . 〈vvn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)

〈{vv1, . . . ,vvn}, θ〉 → (〈{v1, . . . ,vn} , θ〉, [ ],∅)

(LIST)
〈vv1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅) 〈vv2, θ〉 → (〈v2, θ〉, [ ],∅)

〈[vv1,|vv2], θ〉 → (〈[v1,|v2], θ〉, [ ],∅)

(CALL)

〈vv1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅) . . . 〈vvn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)
〈vf , θ〉 → (〈fname, θ〉, [ ],∅) eval(fname,v1, . . . ,vn) = v

〈call vf (vv1, . . . ,vvn), θ〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [ ],∅)

where fname is a built-in Erlang function

(APPLY)

〈vv1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅) . . . 〈vvn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)
〈vff , θ〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [ ],∅) 〈e, θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l,�)

〈apply vff (vv1, . . . ,vvn), θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l,�)

where v is an anonymous function or a function name defined as fun(Xn) → e fresh, and θ ′ ≡ θ � {Xn �→ vn}

Fig. 8. Extended rules for → supporting tuples, lists and higher-order.

The application sketched in this section could be integrated in other tools with similar goals. PropEr is also a candidate 
here, because the user could define properties that indicate that the behavior of two versions of a program should be 
the same or similar, by specifying what is the degree of similarity accepted. An instrumented evaluation that builds and 
compares properties would be an option to integrate this feature into PropEr.

Similarly, EDD could incorporate a feature that allow users to indicate that a new version of a program is not behaving 
as expected. Then, EDD could build a debugging tree focused on comparing the observed behavior in the buggy version 
and the observed behavior in a previous version which works as expected. This enhancement of the tool would modify it 
from the root. For instance, it would be needed to change even the type of questions asked to the user. However, it would 
constitute a very interesting and novel way to debug regression faults.

Finally, the presented application could be easily integrated into SecEr [30], a behavior comparison tool for Erlang. The 
tool uses two versions of a program and a set of observation points to synthesize tests that check whether the expected 
behavior has been preserved. The behavior comparison proposed in this section might be linked to the observational points 
in such a way that each time the behavior of a point is observed, their current properties (or a defined abstraction of them) 
are also observed. This enhancement could be achieved by an augmented tracer that stores the observed values along with 
the current properties calculated by an instrumented evaluator.

5. Discussion: extending the language

The syntax presented in Section 2.1 is very simple to focus on the concurrency aspects of Erlang and simplify the 
presentation. In this section we will discuss how to extend it with three relevant constructions (tuples, lists, and anonymous 
functions8) as well as the ability to store functions in variables/parameters and call them (known as higher-order).

The first step is to extend the syntax with these new constructions. Besides expressions these constructions can generate 
values and patterns, so all these categories must be extended:

v ::= . . . | {v1, . . . , vn} | [] | [v1|v2] | fun(Xn) → e
vf ::= X | fname

vff ::= X | fname | fun(Xn) → e
pat ::= X | v | {pat1, . . . , patn} | [] | [pat1|pat2]

e ::= . . . | call vf (vvn) | apply vff (vvn) | {vv1, . . . , vvn}
| [] | [vv1|vv2] | fun(Xn) → e

The new categories vf and vff are used in call and apply expressions to support higher-order (note that call cannot 
accept an anonymous function, as by definition it is used to invoke built-in functions). As in Section 2.1, we have followed 
A-normal forms, so tuples and lists contain values or variables.

The next step is to extend the semantic calculus presented in Section 2 with rules for tuples and lists, as well as modify 
the rules for function application in order to support higher-order. These changes appear in Fig. 8. The new rules (TUPLE)

and (LIST) simply evaluate the arguments and generate the final value without sending messages or creating processes. 
(CALL) has been extended to support higher-order: vf can be a fname or a variable, but in both cases it is evaluated to 
a fname that is called with eval. The same modification appears in rule (APPLY), but in this case the function to call can 

8 Also known as lambda abstractions or fun expressions.
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be a fname, a variable, or an anonymous function. The evaluation of the vff parameter generates a fname or an anonymous 
function whose body is used to obtain the next MNF.

From the point of view of the soundness and completeness of the semantic calculus presented in Section 2.4, tuples and 
lists will not present any problem: the new rules behave exactly as their counterparts in [7]. Therefore they guarantee both 
soundness and completeness. The changes made to provide higher-order, on the other hand, would invalidate soundness 
because higher-order is not supported in the syntax of [7]. Then, derivations with ⇒ using higher-order could not be 
↪→mop derivations, whereas derivations ↪→mop (which cannot use higher-order functions) will be still valid with respect to 
⇒. Nevertheless, ↪→mop could be trivially extended to support higher-order (as explained in [7]) thus guaranteeing both 
soundness and completeness.

Regarding declarative debugging, we would need to take into account that the modified (APPLY) rule can reveal an 
error in higher-order and anonymous functions, while rules for tuples and list do not affect the framework. We would 
modify the intended interpretation I to include these functions, so the ICEC calculus would use this information in an 
extended (IAPPLY) rule. Then, the definition of wrong function would include these functions and the soundness result 
would compare the results in the new rules (APPLY) and (IAPPLY); the completeness result would not be modified.

6. Concluding remarks and ongoing work

In this paper we have presented a medium-sized-step semantics for concurrent Core Erlang programs. This semantics 
focuses on message exchanges and hence it is specially well suited for declarative debugging, which requires meaningful 
steps to generate the questions asked to the user. In fact, we use this semantics to check the soundness and completeness 
of the declarative debugger EDD. Furthermore, it can be also useful for reasoning about the soundness and/or completeness 
of other Erlang tools devoted to analyze concurrent applications.

We have also proved the soundness and completeness of our semantic calculus with respect to a recently proposed 
Erlang semantics [7] that supports debugging using causal-consistent reversibility. Concretely, we have proved that when 
the order of messages between processes is preserved, both semantics produce the same traces leading to medium-sized 
normal forms.

As future work, we consider how to define a predictive semantics. This semantics would know a priori the messages 
that each process will receive, hence allowing us to define big-step semantics for each process. However, it also requires 
a verification mechanism that checks whether the messages generated by the processes correspond to the ones initially 
given to the processes and the interleaving used in the tree is possible. A straightforward way to prove this is to obtain the 
predictive proof tree from the proof tree generated by the semantics presented in this paper.
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Appendix A. Proofs

A.1. Preliminary notions and results

Definition A.1 (Submits and spawns). Given a list of labels L ≡ [l1, . . . , ln] and a list of process identifiers P ≡ [p1, . . . , pm]
with m ≤ n we define the list of submissions and spawns as:

submits(L) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

[ ] if L = [ ]
(p ! v) : submits(L′) if L = send(p, v) : L′

submits(L′) if L = l : L′ and l �= send

spawns(L, P ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∅ if L = P = [ ]
� p, 〈e, {Xn �→ vn}, [ ]〉 � ·S if L = spawn(κ, fname, [vn]) : L′,

P = p : P ′,
fname = fun(Xn) → e,

and S = spawns(L′, P ′)
spawns(L′, P ) if L = l : L′ and l �= spawn

We use the notation x : xs to express a list with head x and tail xs.
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Definition A.2 (Message-order-preserving traces). We say a trace �0; �0 ↪→+ �n; �n is message-order-preserving (MOP for 
short) if for every system �i; �i , and every process 〈p j, 〈θ j, e j〉,q j〉 in �i , the messages submitted from a process p oc-
curring in the mailbox q j have been delivered maintaining the order in which they were sent. Concretely:

• For every process p, all the messages in q j submitted by p are older than the messages from p stored in �.
• For every process p, the messages from p in the mailbox q j appear in the order they were sent.

Proposition A.1 (Equivalence of case evaluation). match(θ, v, bn) = (θ ′, e) iff succeeds_case(θ, v, bn) = (e, θ � θ ′).

Proof. Straightforward, as both functions express the selection of a branch in a case expression. The only difference is that 
match generates the substitution θ ′ resulting from the matching of the pattern, whereas succeeds returns the substitution θ
extended with the matching substitution. �
Proposition A.2 (Receive evaluation). If succeeds(e, m, j, θ) = (e′, θ ′) where e is a receive expression with branches bn then 
matchrec(θ, bn, m) = (θi, e′, v) where the message m[ j] has value v and θ ′ = θ � θi .

Proof. Straightforward, since succeeds and mathcrec express the same behavior for Erlang message matching against 
receive expressions. �
Proposition A.3 (Receive failure). If fails(mnf , m, θ) and mnf is a medium-sized normal form with a nested receive expression 
with branches bn then matchrec(θ,bn,q) fails for any queue q that contains a subset of the messages in m.

Proof. As the proof of Proposition A.2. �
Definition A.3 (Minimum-delivery trace). A trace �1; �1 ↪→ �2; �2 ↪→ . . . ↪→ �n; �n is a minimum-delivery trace (minimum-
delivery in short) if �1; �1 and �n; �n are empty-mailbox systems and in the rest of systems �2; �2, . . . , �n−1; �n−1 there 
is at most one message delivered considering all the local mailboxes of the processes.

Proposition A.4. �; � ↪→+ �′; �′ is a MOP trace ⇐⇒ �; � ↪→+
mop �′; �′ .

Proof. Straightforward, as the (Sched) steps in a MOP trace delivers the oldest message from a process. �
As a final comment, in the following theoretical results and proofs we will sometimes use tm to denote lists of messages 

instead of l. The reason is avoid any confusion with labels as in l−→ .

A.2. Soundness proof

Lemma A.1 (Soundness of → w.r.t. l−→). Consider a derivation 〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, m, �). Then there are n ≥ 0 steps (θ, e) l1−→
(θ1, e1), (θ1, e1θ

∗) l2−→ (θ2, e2), . . . , (θn−1, en−1θ
∗) ln−→ (θ ′, en) using l−→ [7] such that:

a) enθ∗ = mnf
b) l1, . . . , ln are τ , send(p, v) or spawn(κ, fname, [vn]) labels
c) submits([l1, l2, . . . , ln]) = m
d) spawns([l1, l2, . . . , ln], [p j]) = �

where p j are the fresh ps generated in � (in the same order that they were created) and θ∗ ≡ {κ j �→ p j} maps the variables κ j

introduced in the 
spawn−−−→ steps to those p j .

Proof. By induction on the size of the derivation 〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, l, �):

Base Case: The derivation has used rules (MNF) or (VAR) rules:

(MNF) This step does not change the expression or the substitution, so the lemma holds trivially by applying zero l−→
steps.

(VAR) We have a derivation:

(VAR)
 〈X, θ〉 → (〈θ(X), θ〉, [ ],∅)
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Then we can perform a (Var) step:

(Var)

(θ,X)
τ−→ (θ, θ(X))

with θ∗ = id. Therefore (θ(X))θ∗ = θ(X) (a), the only label is τ (b), submits([τ ]) = [ ] (c), and spawns([τ ], [ ]) = ∅ = � (d).

Inductive Step: The derivation has used rules (CASE), (APPLY), (CALL), (LET1), (LET2), (SPAWN), or (BANG).

• (CASE): We have the following derivation

(CASE)

〈vv, θ〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [ ],∅) succeeds_case(θ,v,bn) = (e, θ ′)
〈e, θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉,m,�)

〈case vv of b1; . . . ;bn end, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉,m,�)

If vv is a value we do not need to perform any l−→ step, otherwise is a variable and we can evaluate then to a value using 
(Case1) with (Var): (θ, case vv of b1; . . . ;bn end) τ−→ (θ, case v of b1; . . . ;bn end). By Proposition A.1 we have that 
match(θ, v, bn) = (θ̂ , e) such that θ � θ̂ = θ ′ . Then we can evaluate the case expression using the rule (Case2), obtaining:

(Case2)
match(θ,v,bn) = (θ̂ , e)

(θ,case v of b1; . . . ;bn end)
τ−→ (θ ′, e)

Then by IH we have that there are b ≥ 0 steps (θ ′, e) l1−→ (θ1, e1), (θ1, e1θ
∗) l2−→ (θ2, e2), . . . , (θb−1, eb−1θ

∗) ln−→ (θ ′′, eb)

such that:

a) ebθ
∗ = mnf

b) l1, . . . , lb are τ , send(p, v) or spawn(κ, fname, [vn]) labels
c) submits([l1, l2, . . . , lb]) = m
d) spawns([l1, l2, . . . , lb], [p j]) = �

Therefore, we can concatenate the first (Case1) step, followed by the (Case1) step and finally the last b steps to reach a 
state satisfying the conditions of the lemma—recall that the first two steps have a τ label. Moreover, in the first τ−→-steps 
applying the substitution θ∗ does not change the expression, as the variables κ are not introduced in this kind of steps.

• (APPLY): We have a derivation:

(APPLY)

〈vv1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅) . . . 〈vvn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)
〈e, θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉,m,�)

〈apply fname(vv1, . . . ,vvn), θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉,m,�)

where fname is a function defined as fun(Xn) → e and θ ′ ≡ {Xn �→ vn}. For every vvi , if it is a value then we do not perform 
any τ−→-step. Otherwise, it is a variable X ∈ dom(θ) so we can perform a τ−→-step using rule (Apply1) with (Var). Finally, we 
will reach a state:

θ,apply fname(vv1, . . . ,vvn)
τ−→∗

θ,apply fname(v1, . . . ,vn)

From this state we can apply rule (Apply2) to reach:

(Apply2)

θ,apply fname(v1, . . . ,vn))
τ−→ (θ � θ ′, e)

Then by IH we have that there are b ≥ 0 steps (θ ′, e) l1−→ (θ1, e1), (θ1, e1θ
∗) l2−→ (θ2, e2), . . . , (θb−1, eb−1θ

∗) ln−→ (θ ′′, eb) such 
that:

a) ebθ
∗ = mnf

b) l1, . . . , lb are τ , send(p, v) or spawn(κ, fname, [vn]) labels
c) submits([l1, l2, . . . , lb]) = m
d) spawns([l1, l2, . . . , lb], [p j]) = �

As in the previous case, we can concatenate the first (Apply1) steps, followed by the (Apply2) step—all with labels τ—and 
finally the last b steps to reach a state satisfying the conditions of the lemma.

• (CALL): A simplification of the (APPLY) case but using rules (Call1) and (Call2) and omitting the last sequence of l−→
steps.
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• (LET1): We have a derivation:

(LET1)
〈e, θ〉 → (〈v, θ ′〉,m,�) 〈e′, θ ′ � {X �→ v}〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′′〉,m′,�′)

〈let X = e in e′, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′′〉,m + m′,� · �′)

where � ≡ � p j, 〈ep
j , θ

p
j 〉, [ ] � and �′ ≡ � p′

j′ , 〈e′ p
j′ , θ

′ p
j′ 〉, [ ] �. Then by IH there are b ≥ 0 steps (θ, e) l1−→ (θ1, e1), 

(θ1, e1θ
∗) l2−→ (θ2, e2), . . . , (θb−1, eb−1θ

∗) lb−→ (θ ′, eb) such that:

a) ebθ
∗ = v

b) l1, . . . , ln are τ , send(p, v) or spawn(κ, fname, [vn]) labels
c) submits([l1, l2, . . . , lb]) = m
d) spawns([l1, l2, . . . , lb], [p j]) = �

where θ∗ ≡ {κ j �→ p j}. Then again by IH there are b′ ≥ 0 steps (θ ′ � {X �→ v}, e′) 
l′1−→ (θ ′

1, e
′
1), (θ ′

1, e
′
1θ

′ ∗) 
l′2−→ (θ ′

2, e
′
2), . . . , 

(θ ′
b′−1, e

′
b′−1θ

′ ∗) 
l′
b′−→ (θ ′′′, e′

b′)such that:

a) e′
b′θ ′ ∗ = mnf

b) l′1, . . . , l′b′ are τ , send(p, v) or spawn(κ, fname, [vn]) labels
c) submits([l′1, l′2, . . . , l′b′ ]) = m′

d) spawns([l′1, l′2, . . . , l′b′ ], [p′
j]) = �′

where θ ′ ∗ ≡ {κ ′
j �→ p′

j}. Considering a combined mapping θ∗
g = θ∗ � θ ′ ∗ we can raise the first b steps to (Let1) steps: b ≥ 0

steps (θ, e) l1−→ (θ1, e1), (θ1, e1θ
∗) l2−→ (θ2, e2), . . . , (θb−1, eb−1θ

∗) lb−→ (θ ′, eb)

θ,let X = e in e′ l1−→ θ1,let X = e1 in e′

θ1, (let X = e1 in e′)θ∗
g

l2−→ θ2,let X = e2 in e′
...

θb−1, (let X = eb−1 in e′)θ∗
g

l2−→ θ ′,let X = eb in e′

As ebθ
∗
g = v we can perform a (Let2) step:

θ ′, (let X = eb in e′)θ∗
b

τ−→ θ ′ � {X �→ v}, e′

and continue with the b′ steps from the IH using θ∗
g , as e′θ∗

g = e′ .

• (LET2): A simplification of the (LET1) case using only (Let1) steps.
• (SPAWN): We have a derivation:

(SPAWN)
〈vv1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅) . . . 〈vvn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)

〈spawn(fname, [vv1, . . . ,vvn]), θ〉 → (〈p, θ〉, [ ],� p, 〈e, θ ′〉, [ ] �))

where fname is defined as fun(Xn) → e, θ ′ ≡ {Xn �→ vn} and p is fresh. Since the evaluation of vvi does not create any 
process, then by IH we have that (as in the (APPLY1) case) there are 0 or 1 steps such that (θ, vvi) 

τ−→ (θ, vi). Then we can 
raise these steps over the parameters to (Spawn1) steps and reach:

θ,spawn(fname, [vv1, . . . ,vvn]) τ−→∗
θ,spawn(fname, [v1, . . . ,vn])

From this state we can follow applying rule (Spawn2)

(Spawn2)

θ,spawn(fname, [v1, . . . ,vn]) spawn(κ,fname,[vn])−−−−−−−−−−−−→ θ,κ

Considering θ∗ = {κ �→ p}, we can perform the first τ−→-steps applying that substitution to the expression. Then the condi-
tions of the lemma are satisfied with

a) κθ∗ = p
b) The only labels in the derivation are τ followed by one spawn
c) submits([τ , spawn(κ, fname, [vn])]) = [ ]
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d) spawns([τ , spawn(κ, fname, [vn])], [p]) =� p, 〈e, θ ′〉, [ ] �

• (BANG): The derivation is:

(BANG)
〈vp, θ〉 → (〈p, θ〉, [ ],∅) 〈vv, θ〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [ ],∅)

〈vp !vv, θ〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [p !v],∅)

By IH we have that (θ̂ , vp) τ−→ (θ̂ , p) and (θ̂ , vv) τ−→ (θ̂ , v) in 0 or 1 steps. If the first derivation performs one step, we can 
raise it to a (Send1) step:

(Send1)
θ,vp

τ−→ θ,p

θ,vp !vv
τ−→ θ,p !vv

If the second derivation performs one step, we can raise it to a (Send2) step:

(Send2)
θ,vv

τ−→ θ,v

θ,p !vv
τ−→ θ,p !v

Finally, we perform a (Send3) step:

(Send3)

(θ̂ ,p!v) send(p,v)−−−−−→ (θ̂ ,v)

The original derivation does not generate new processes, so θ∗ = id and vθ∗ = v (a). The labels are [τ , send(p, v)] (b), and the 
only submitted message is [p!v] = submits([send(p, v)]). Finally, there are not spawn steps, so spawns([send(p, v)], [ ]) = ∅. �

The next lemma is similar to Lemma A.1 but considering one step 
m, j−→ that consumes the jth message from a list of 

messages m. In this case, the resulting sequence of l−→ steps contain exactly one 
rec(κ,bn)−−−−−→ that consumes the message m[ j].

Lemma A.2 (Soundness of 
m, j−→ w.r.t. l−→). Consider a derivation 〈e, θ〉 m, j−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉, m, �) where � ≡ � p j, 〈ep

j , θ
p
j 〉, [ ] �. Then 

there are n > 0 steps (θ, e) l1−→ (θ1, e1), (θ1, e1θ
∗) l2−→ (θ2, e2), . . . , (θi−1, ei−1θ

∗) rec(κ,bn)−−−−−→ (θi, κ), (θi � {κ �→ ei} � θ ′
i , ei) 

li+1−−→
(θi+1, ei+1), . . . , (θn−1, en−1θ

∗) ln−→ (θ ′, en) using l−→ [7] such that:

a) enθ∗ = mnf ′
b) l1, . . . , ln are τ , send(p, v) or spawn(κ, fname, [vn]) labels
c) submits([l1, l2, . . . , ln]) = m
d) spawns([l1, l2, . . . , ln], [p j]) = �

e) matchrec(θi−1,bn,m) = (θ ′
i , ei,v)

where p j are the fresh process identifiers s generated in � (in the same order they were created) and θ∗ ≡ {κ j �→ p j} maps the variables 
κ j introduced in the 

spawn−−−→ steps to those p j .

Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the one for Lemma A.1, but in this case we proceed by induction on the size 
of the 

m, j−→ derivation. In the base case, (RECEIVE3) processes a receive expression e with branches bn using the jth 

message of list m, returning an expression and a substitution: succeeds(e, m, j, θ) = (e′, θ ′). Then we can perform a 
rec(κ,bn)−−−−−→

step using (Receive) (using Proposition A.2) to retrieve the jth message and by Lemma A.1 we can follow this first step 
with more steps l−→. Therefore, we can concatenate all the l−→ steps and obtain a sequence satisfying the conditions of the 
Lemma.

In the inductive case—(RECEIVE1) or (RECEIVE2)—by IH we have a (possibly empty) sequence of l−→ steps followed by 

a 
rec(κ,bn)−−−−−→ and another (possibly empty) sequence of l−→. From the last (θ, e) pair, by Lemma A.1 we have a sequence of l−→

satisfying the conditions of the lemma. �
Lemma A.3 (mnf -irreducibility). Let mnf be a medium-sized normal form:

a) If mnf is a value v then �(θ ′, e) such that (θ, v) l−→ (θ ′, e).
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b) If mnf is not a value and (θ, mnf ) l−→ (θ ′, e) then l ≡ rec(κ, [bn]).

Proof. a) Values cannot be evaluated by l−→.

b) By induction on the size of the derivation of the step l−→. If mnf is a receive expression (base case), then it can only 
be reduced using rule (Receive), thus generating a label rec(κ, bn). If mnf is a let expression, then it must be evaluated 
by rule (Let1), as the right-hand side of the equality is an mnf different from a value by definition of medium-sized 
normal form. Then by IH we have that the right-hand side of the equality has been reduced with a label rec(κ, bn), as 
the whole (Let1) step. �

Lemma A.4. Consider a step �0 ⇒ �1:

a) If �1 �= endlock, there is a minimum-delivery trace ‖ �0 ‖↪→+‖ �1 ‖
b) If �1 = endlock then ‖ �0 ‖

(Sched)

↪→∗ �; �, where ‖ �0 ‖ is an empty-mailbox system and �; � is blocked

Proof. We first prove by case distinction the case a) when �1 �= endlock. The derivation has used rules (PROC), 
(CONSUME1) or, (CONSUME2). Rule (ENDLOCK) could not be used in this case because �1 �= endlock.

• (PROC): Then we have a derivation:

(PROC)
〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉,m′,�′) e �= mnf

�· � p, 〈e, θ〉,m �⇒ �· � p, 〈mnf , θ ′〉,m + m′ � ·�′

We assume �′ ≡ � p j, 〈ep
j , θ

p
j 〉, [ ] �. Then by Lemma A.1 there are n > 0 steps9 (θ, e) l1−→ (θ1, e1), (θ1, e1θ

∗) l2−→ (θ2, e2), 

. . . , (θn−1, en−1θ
∗) ln−→ (θ ′, en) using l−→ [7] such that:

a) enθ∗ = mnf
b) l1, . . . , ln are τ , send(p, v) or spawn(κ, fname, [v]) labels
c) submits([l1, l2, . . . , ln]) = m′
d) spawns([l1, l2, . . . , ln], [p j]) = �′

where θ∗ ≡ {κ j �→ p j} maps the variables κ j introduced in the 
spawn−−−→ steps to the fresh process identifiers generated in �′ , 

in the same order they were created. On the other hand, we have that:

‖ �0 ‖=‖ �· � p, 〈e, θ〉, l � ‖= �t; 〈p, (θ, e), [ ]〉|�t

where �t is the translation of � and its mailboxes are empty. Depending of the label of each step 
li−→ we can generate 

different ↪→ steps and concatenate them:

• li ≡ τ )
Then we can perform a (Seq) step on process p:

(Seq)
(θi−1, ei−1)

τ−→ (θi, ei)

�t; 〈p, (θi−1, ei−1), [ ]〉|�t ↪→ �t; 〈p, (θi, ei), [ ]〉|�t

where eiθ
∗ = ei because no κ variable has been introduced.

• li ≡ send(p′, v ′)
Then we can perform a (Send) step on process p:

(Send)
(θi−1, ei−1)

send(p′,v ′)−−−−−−→ (θi, ei)

�t; 〈p, (θi−1, ei−1), [ ]〉|�t ↪→ �t ∪ (p′, v ′); 〈p, (θi, ei), [ ]〉|�t

where p′!v ′ ∈ submits([l1, l2, . . . , ln]) = m′ and eiθ
∗ = ei because no κ variable has been introduced.

• li ≡ spawn(κ, fname, [vn])

9 Since e �= mnf then the derivation does not use the rule (MNF), the only rule that requires 0 l−→-steps.
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Then we can perform a (Spawn) step on process p

(Spawn)
(θi−1, ei−1)

spawn(κ,fname,[vn]−−−−−−−−−−−→ (θi, ei) p′ fresh

�t; 〈p, (θi−1, ei−1), [ ]〉|�t ↪→ �t; 〈p, (θi, ei{κ �→ p′}), [ ]〉|
〈p′, (id,apply fname(vn)), [ ]〉|�t

where p′ is the ith process identifier generated the ⇒ derivation. Then we can perform a (Seq) step in process p′ using 
(Apply2):

(Seq)
μ(fname) = fun(Xn) → e

�t; 〈p, (θi, ei[κ �→ p′]}), [ ]〉|〈p′, (id,apply fname (vn)), [ ]〉|�t

↪→
�t; 〈p, (θi, ei{κ �→ p′}), [ ]〉|〈p′, (θ ′, e), [ ]〉|�t

where θ ′ = {Xn �→ vn} as in the process generated by ⇒ in �′ . Moreover, ei{κ �→ p′} = eiθ
∗ because θ∗ collects the 

renaming of all κ variables during the ⇒ derivation. Notice that 〈p′, (θ ′, e), [ ]〉 ∈‖ �1 ‖.
• (CONSUME1): Then we have a derivation:

(CONSUME1)
〈mnf , θ〉 m′

2,c−→ (〈mnf ′, θ ′〉,m′,�′)
�· � p1, 〈mnf , θ〉,m1 �,� p2, 〈mnf 2, θ2〉,m2 �⇒

�· � p1, 〈mnf ′, θ ′〉,m1 + m′ �,� p2, 〈mnf 2, θ2〉,m′′
2 � ·�′

where m′
2 = m2|p1 , m′′

2 is the result of removing from m2 the message consumed (the cth considering all the messages to 
p1 in m2).

Using Lemma A.2, there are n > 0 steps (θ, e) l1−→ (θ1, e1), (θ1, e1θ
∗) l2−→ (θ2, e2), . . . , (θi−1, ei−1θ

∗) rec(κ,bn)−−−−−→ (θi, κ), (θi �
{κ �→ ei} � θ ′

i , ei) 
li+1−−→ (θi+1, ei+1), . . . , (θn−1, en−1θ

∗) ln−→ (θ ′, en) using l−→ [7] such that:

a) enθ∗ = mnf ′
b) l1, . . . , ln are τ , send(p, v) or spawn(κ, fname, [vn]) labels
c) submits([l1, l2, . . . , ln]) = m′
d) spawns([l1, l2, . . . , ln], [p j]) = �′
e) matchrec(θi−1,bn,m′

2) = (θ ′
i , ei,v)

where θ∗ is the substitution that maps the variables κ j introduced in the 
spawn(κ,fname,[v])−−−−−−−−−−−→ steps to the fresh process 

identifiers generated in �, in the same order they were created.
The translation of the initial configuration is

‖ �· � p1, 〈mnf , θ〉,m1 �,� p2, 〈mnf 2, θ2〉,m2 � ‖
= �t;�t |〈p1, (θ,mnf ), [ ]〉|〈p2, (θ2,mnf 2), [ ]〉

where �t contains the messages in m1, m2 and the rest of processes in �, and �t is the translation of �, so all the 
processes have empty mailboxes. As in the previous case, we can raise the first i − 1

l−→-steps to chained ↪→-steps using 
(Seq), (Send), or (Spawn)+(Seq). In the resulting system every process will have an empty mailbox, and the message m′

2[c]
consumed in the ⇒ derivation will be in the global mailbox. Then we can perform a (Sched) step to place that message 
in the mailbox of process p2, and then a (Receive) step to consume that message from the unitary mailbox of process p2

(notice that by Proposition A.2 we know that matchrec in (Receive) will succeed). After that, we can chain the rest of l−→
steps as ↪→-steps using (Seq), (Send), or (Spawn)+(Seq) (similar to the previous case) and reach a final system:

(�t ∪ m′)�m′′
2[c];�t |〈p1, (θ

′,mnf ′), [ ]〉|〈p2, (θ2,mnf 2), [ ]〉|�′
t= ‖ �· � p1, 〈mnf ′, θ ′〉,m1 + m′ �,� p2, 〈mnf 2, θ2〉,m′′

2 � ·�′ ‖
• (CONSUME2): Similar to the (CONSUME1) case, but omitting the second p2 process.

In the case b) �1 = endlock the only possible derivation is

(ENDLOCK)

(LOCK)
fails(mnf 1,m′

1, θ1)

〈mnf 1, θ1〉
l′1,0−→ lock . . .

(LOCK)
fails(mnf k,m′

k, θk)

〈mnf k, θk〉
l′k,0−→ lock
�0 ⇒ endlock
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where �0 ≡ � p1, 〈mnf 1, θ1〉,m1 �, . . . ,� pk, 〈mnf k, θk〉,mk �,

� pk+1,vk+1,mk+1 �, . . . ,� pn,vn,mn �
and m′

i ≡ m1 + . . . + mn restricted to messages addressed for pi for i = 1 . . .k. The translation of �0 is

‖ �0 ‖= �t; 〈p1, (θ1,mnf 1), [ ]〉| . . . |〈pk, (θk,mnf k), [ ]〉
|〈pk+1, (θk+1,vk+1), [ ]〉|〈pn, (θn,vn), [ ]〉|

where �t = {c | c ∈ m1 + . . . +mn}. If every outbox mi is empty then this system cannot progress because by Lemma A.3 we 
know that a) (θk+1, vk+1) . . . (θn, vn) cannot be reduced, so those processes cannot progress by applying any rule for ↪→; and 

b) (θ1, mnf 1) . . . (θk, mnf k) can only be reduced using a 
red(κ,bm)−−−−−−→ step that cannot be raised to a ↪→ step using (Receive)

because all the mailboxes are empty.
If �t contains some messages, it is possible to perform some ↪→ steps using (Sched) but any combination will lead 

to a system that cannot progress. As before, by Lemma A.3 we know that processes with values cannot progress (a), and 

(θ1, mnf 1) . . . (θk, mnf k) can only be reduced using a 
red(κ,bm)−−−−−−→. However, these steps cannot be raised to ↪→ steps using 

the (Receive) rule because by Proposition A.3 the derivations 〈mnf i, θ1〉 
m′

i ,0−→ lock implies that matchrec(θ1, bi,q) will fail for 
every queue q with a subset of the messages in m′

i . �
Lemma A.5. Consider the derivation �0 ⇒+ �1:

a) If �1 �= endlock, there is a minimum-delivery trace ‖ �0 ‖↪→+‖ �1 ‖
b) If �1 = endlock then ‖ �0 ‖↪→∗ �; �, where ‖ �0 ‖ is an empty-mailbox system and �; � is blocked

Proof. If �0 ⇒+ �1 we have a derivation:

(Tr)
�0 ⇒ �′

1 �′
1 ⇒ �′

2 . . . �′
n−1 ⇒ �1 n ≥ 1

�0 ⇒+ �1

If n = 1 then there is only one ⇒-step, so directly the Lemma A.4 proves the result. If n ≥ 1 then �0, . . . , �′
n−1

are not endlock, as this configuration is final. Then by Lemma A.4 we have minimum-delivery traces ‖ �0 ‖↪→+‖ �′
1 ‖, 

‖ �′
1 ‖↪→+‖ �′

2 ‖, . . . , ‖ �′
n−2 ‖↪→+‖ �n−1 ‖. Applying again Lemma A.4 to the last step, we have the minimum-delivery 

trace ‖ �0 ‖↪→+‖ �1 ‖, if �1 �= endlock; or ‖ �0 ‖
(Sched)

↪→∗ �; � such that �; � is blocked, if �1 = endlock. In both cases we 
can concatenate the ↪→-steps and obtain the expected trace. �

Using the previous lemma we can address the proof of the soundness result that relates our big-step semantics ⇒ to 
the small-step semantics ↪→.

Theorem 2.1 (Soundness of ⇒+ w.r.t. ↪→mop). Consider a derivation �0 ⇒+ �1 and a empty-mailbox system �; � such that ‖
�0 ‖= �; �. Then:

a) �; � ↪→+
mop ‖ �1 ‖, if �1 �= endlock

b) �; � ↪→∗
mop �′; �′ such that �′; �′ is blocked, if �1 = endlock

Proof. In both cases by Lemma A.5 we have a trace ↪→+ such that every (Receive) step processes a unitary mailbox. If this 
trace is message-order-preserving then we are done; otherwise, we will transform it into a MOP trace in two steps:

1. For every (Receive) step in process p consuming a message m from process p′ , we will precede it with (Sched) steps 
delivering to p’s mailbox those messages in � from p′ submitted to p that are older than m and are not already in 
the mailbox. This process is made chronologically in the trace, and the resulting trace will satisfy the MOP conditions 
in Definition A.2. If the (Receive) steps still consume the same message in all the trace considering the new extended 
mailboxes, then we are done. Otherwise, we can to swap some steps.

2. Find the first (Receive) such that its evaluation has changed, i.e., in the original trace it consumed a message m from p
but now consumed a previous message m′ in its local mailbox. This message m′ cannot proceed from p, as it should be 
older than m and that could not happen in the ⇒ derivation. Then, applying Lemmas A.6 and A.7 we can move forward 
the (Sched) step delivering m (possibly with the (Send) and other previous steps of p) until the considered (Receive)

step consumes m. We can repeat this process until all the (Receive) steps behave as in the original trace. �
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A.3. Completeness proof

The completeness result states that any ↪→mop trace can be reproduced using ⇒+ . As the considered syntax lacks tuples 
and lists compared to the one in [7], those expressions cannot appear in the systems. Therefore, there are rules presented 
in [7]—(Tuple), (List1) and (List2)—that cannot be applied, thus they are not considered in the proofs when distinguishing 
cases.

Lemma A.6 (Swaping ↪→ steps of a process). Consider a two-step MOP trace �0; �0
p

↪→(Sched) �1; �1
p

↪→b �2; �2 where b is (Seq), 
(Send) or (Spawn). Then the two steps can be swapped without changing the result, i.e., �0; �0

p
↪→b �′; �′ p

↪→(Sched) �2; �2 , and the 
result is a MOP trace.

Proof. By case distinction. In all the cases the first step is as follows:

(Sched)
� ∪ {p!v}; 〈p, (θ, e),q〉|�′ ↪→ �; 〈p, (θ, e),v : q〉|�′

• b = (Seq). The second step has the derivation:

(Seq)
θ, e −→ θ ′, e′

�; 〈p, (θ, e),v : q〉|�′ ↪→ �; 〈p, (θ ′, e′),v : q〉|�′

Then we can swap the steps and obtain the following sequence

� ∪ {p!v}; 〈p, (θ, e),q〉|�′ ↪→(Seq) � ∪ {p!v}; 〈p, (θ ′, e′),q〉|�′
↪→(Sched) �; 〈p, (θ ′, e′),v : q〉|�′

Note that the inner system is MOP because it contains the same global and local mailbox as the first one.
• b = (Send). The second step has the derivation:

(Send)
θ, e

send(p′,v′)−−−−−−→ θ ′, e′

�; 〈p, (θ, e),v : q〉|�′ ↪→ � ∪ {p′!v′}; 〈p, (θ ′, e′),v : q〉|�′

Then we can swap the steps and reach the same final system with the following derivations:

(Send)
θ, e

send(p′,v′)−−−−−−→ θ ′, e′

� ∪ {p!v}; 〈p, (θ, e),q〉|�′ ↪→ � ∪ {p!v,p′!v′}; 〈p, (θ ′, e′),q〉|�′

and

(Sched)
� ∪ {p!v,p′!v′}; 〈p, (θ ′, e′),q〉|�′ ↪→ � ∪ {p′!v′}; 〈p, (θ ′, e′),v : q〉|�′

Note that the message p′!v′ is newer than p!v, so the inner system is MOP.
• b = (Spawn). Similar to the previous case. Note that the (Spawn) step creates a new process p′ which is different from 

the message p receiving the message in (Sched). Also, the inner system is MOP because the global mailbox and local 
mailbox of process p are the same, and the new local mailbox of p′ is empty. �

Lemma A.7 (Swaping ↪→ steps). Consider a two-step MOP trace �0; �0
p1
↪→b1 �1; �1

p2
↪→b2 �2; �2 such that p1 �= p2 and bi is the 

rule used in each step. Then the two steps can be swapped to create a MOP trace �0; �0
p2
↪→b2 �′; �′ p1

↪→b1 �2; �2 if they do not verify 
that:

• The first step in p1 is (Send) submitting the message p2!v, and the second step is (Sched) delivering the same message p2!v to p2 .
• The first step is (Spawn) creating process p2 .

Proof. By case distinction on the rules used. There are 5 different rules, so potentially there are 25 combinations. The proof 
in all the cases is similar, so we will detail only some of them:

• (Send) and (Sched), considering that the message sent (p′!v′) is not the one delivered by (Sched), i.e., p2!v. In this case 
the trace if composed by this two steps:

(Send)
θ1, e1

send(p′!v′)−−−−−−→ θ ′
1, e′

!
� ∪ {p2!v}; 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ2, e2),q2〉|�′ p1

↪→
� ∪ {p !v,p′!v′}; 〈p , (θ ′ , e′ ),q 〉|〈p , (θ , e ),q 〉|�′
2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
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and

(Sched)

� ∪ {p2!v,p′!v′}; 〈p1, (θ
′
1, e′

1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ2, e2),q2〉|�′ p2
↪→

� ∪ {p′!v′}; 〈p1, (θ
′
1, e′

1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ2, e2),v : q2〉|�′

If we swap the steps we reach the same final system, because:

(Sched)

� ∪ {p2!v}; 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ2, e2),q2〉|�′ p2
↪→

�; 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ2, e2),v : q2〉|�′

and

(Send)
θ1, e1

send(p′!v′)−−−−−−→ θ ′
1, e′

!
�; 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ2, e2),v : q2〉|�′ p1

↪→
� ∪ {p′!v′}; 〈p1, (θ

′
1, e′

1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ2, e2),v : q2〉|�′

The inner system is MOP because the message delivered to the local mailbox of p2 is older than the newly submitted 
message p′!v′ .

• (Spawn) and (Seq), when the spawned process is p′ �= p2. In this case the two steps are:

(Spawn)
θ1, e1

spawn(κ,fname,[vn]))−−−−−−−−−−−−→ θ ′
1, e′

1 p′ fresh

�; 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ2, e2),q2〉|� p1
↪→ �; 〈p1, (θ

′
1, e′

1{κ �→ p′}),q1〉
|〈p2, (θ2, e2),q2〉|〈p′, (id,apply fname(vn)), [ ]〉|�

and

(Seq)
θ2, e2

τ−→ θ ′
2, e′

2

�; 〈p1, (θ
′
1, e′

1{κ �→ p′}),q1〉|〈p2, (θ2, e2),q2〉|〈p′, (id,apply fname(vn)), [ ]〉|� p2
↪→

�; 〈p1, (θ
′
1, e′

1{κ �→ p′}),q1〉|〈p2, (θ
′
2, e′

2),q2〉|〈p′, (id,apply fname(vn)), [ ]〉|�
Then we can swap the steps as follows:

(Seq)
θ2, e2

τ−→ θ ′
2, e′

2

�; 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ2, e2),q2〉|� p2
↪→

�; 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ
′
2, e′

2),q2〉|�

(Spawn)
θ1, e1

spawn(κ,fname,[vn]))−−−−−−−−−−−−→ θ ′
1, e′

1 p′ fresh

�; 〈p1, (θ1, e1),q1〉|〈p2, (θ
′
2, e′

2),q2〉|� p1
↪→

�; 〈p1, (θ
′
1, e′

1{κ �→ p′}),q1〉|〈p2, (θ
′
2, e′

2),q2〉|〈p′, (id,apply fname(vn)), [ ]〉|�
The inner system is MOP because the local mailboxes are the same as the first system of the derivation.

• (Sched) and (Receive). In this case the first step delivers a message to the local mailbox of p1, and the second step 
consumes a message from the local mailbox of p2, so they are independent. The inner system is MOP because the local 
mailboxes are the same as in the first system, but with the local mailbox of p2 reduced by one message. �

Lemma A.8 (Grouping ↪→ steps). Consider a MOP trace �1; �1 ↪→+ �m+1; �m+1 such that �m+1; �m+1 is MNF, then it can be 
converted to a grouped MOP trace

�1;�1

p1

↪→+ �2;�2

p2

↪→+ . . .
pm

↪→+ �m+1;�m+1

where each group of steps �i; �i

pi

↪→+ �i+1; �i+1 contains steps on the same process pi such that (a) they do not change the expression, 
or (b) they evaluate the expression to the next MNF.

Proof. Consider a trace that is not grouped. Then it will contain a suffix that can be divided as:

�′ ;�′ p

↪→+ �′ ;�′ ↪→+ �′ ;�′ p
↪→ �′ ;�′ ↪→+ � ;�
1 1 2 2 3 3 b 4 4 m+1 m+1
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where the expression for process p in �′
2 is not MNF, and the derivation �′

2; �′
2 ↪→+ �′

3; �′
3 does not contain any step on 

process p. Then:

• If the step 
p

↪→b can be swapped using repeatedly Lemma A.7 with all the steps in �′
2; �′

2 ↪→+ �′
3; �′

3 then we can 
create the equivalent trace

�′
1;�′

1

p

↪→+ �′
2;�′

2

p
↪→b �′;�′ ↪→+ �′

4;�′
4 ↪→+ �m+1;�m+1

Regardless of the expression for the process p in �′ (it can be in MNF or not) we can repeat this process in the rest of 
the trace �′; �′ ↪→+ �′

4; �′
4 ↪→+ �m+1; �m+1 until it forms a grouped trace.

• According to Lemma A.7, if the step cannot be swapped is because the trace �′
2; �′

2 ↪→+ �′
3; �′

3 contains a (Send) step 

on a process p′ �= p that submits a message (p, v) to the global mailbox, and the step �′
3; �′

3

p
↪→b �′

4; �′
4 uses (Sched)

to deliver that message to the local mailbox of process p. As the expression of process p in �′
3 is not in MNF and it is 

not changed in �′
4 because the step is (Sched), then in the derivation �′

4; �′
4 ↪→+ �m+1; �m+1 there will be a first step 

b′ on p different from (Sched) and (Receive)–the latter needs a MNF to be applied. Then using Lemmas A.7 and A.6 we 
can swap that step and place it next to the steps for p:

�′
1;�′

1

p

↪→+ �′
2;�′

2

p
↪→b′ �′;�′ ↪→+ �′′;�′′ p

↪→b �′′′;�′′′ ↪→+ �m+1;�m+1

As before, regardless of the expression for the process p in �′ (it can be in MNF or not) we can repeat this process in 
shorter trace �′; �′ ↪→+ �′′; �′′ p

↪→b �′′′; �′′′ ↪→+ �m+1; �m+1 until it forms a grouped trace.

Another possibility that could prevent the swapping of the step 
p

↪→b according to Lemma A.7 is that �′
2; �′

2 ↪→+ �′
3; �′

3

contains a (Spawn) step creating process p. This cannot happen either, as the previous derivation �′
1; �′

1

p

↪→+ �′
2; �′

2
operates on process p, so it already exists.

The resulting trace is still MOP because the relative order of the (Sched) steps for each process has not changed. �
Lemma A.9. If (θ1, e1

τ−→ θ2, mnf ) then 〈e1, θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ2〉, [ ], ∅).

Proof. By induction on the size of the τ−→ derivation. The destination expression must be in MNF, so the only applicable 
rules are (Var), (Let1), (Let2), (Case2), (Apply2), and (Call2).

Base Case: derivation of size s = 1. There are several cases.

• (Var): In this case we have a derivation

(Var)

θ1, X
τ−→ θ1, θ1(X)

Then we can create the following derivation using the (VAR) rule:

(VAR) 〈X, θ1〉 → (〈θ1(X), θ1〉, [ ],∅)

• (Let2): The derivation is:

(Let2)

θ1, let X = v in mnf
τ−→ θ1 � {X �→ v},mnf

Then we can generate a derivation with (LET1) and (MNF):

(LET1)

(MNF) 〈v, θ1〉 → (〈v, θ1〉, [ ],∅)
(MNF) 〈mnf , θ2〉 → (〈mnf , θ2〉, [ ],∅)

〈let X = v in mnf , θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ2〉, [ ],∅)

where θ2 = θ1 � {X �→ v}.
• (Case2): We have the following derivation:

(Case2)
match(θ1,v,bn) = (θ ′,mnf )

τ ′
θ1,case v of bn end−→ θ1 � θ ,mnf
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By Proposition A.1 we have that succeeds_case(θ1, v, bn) = (mnf , θ1 � θ ′). Then we can build the following step using 
(CASE) and (MNF):

(CASE)

〈v, θ1〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [ ],∅) succeeds_case(θ1,v,bn) = (mnf , θ1 � θ ′)
〈mnf , θ1 � θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θ1 � θ ′〉, [ ],∅)

〈case v of bn end, θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ1 � θ ′〉, [ ],∅
• (Apply2): The derivation is

(Apply2)

θ1,apply fname(vn)
τ−→ θ1 � {Xn �→ vn},mnf

where fname = fun(Xn) → mnf . Then we can create a derivation using rule (APPLY) and (MNF):

(APPLY)

〈vi, θi〉 → (〈vi, θi〉, [ ],∅) . . . 〈vn, θn〉 → (〈vn, θn〉, [ ],∅)
〈mnf , θ2〉 → (〈mnf , θ2〉, [ ],∅)

〈apply fname(vn), θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ2〉, [ ],∅)

where θ2 = θ1 � {Xn �→ vn}.
• (Call2): similar to the (Apply2) case.

Inductive Step: derivation of size s > 1. The only possible step is (Let1), so we have a derivation:

(Let1)
θ1, e

τ−→ θ2,mnf

θ1, let X = e in e′ τ−→ θ2, let X = mnf in e′

Then by the Induction Hypothesis we have that 〈e, θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ2〉, [ ], ∅), and we can create a derivation using rule (LET2):

(LET1)
〈e, θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ2〉, [ ],∅) mnf is not a value

〈let X = e in e′, θ1〉 → (〈let X = mnf in e′, θ2〉, [ ],∅)

Note that mnf cannot be a value because the final expression let X = mnf in e′ is in MNF. �
Proposition A.5. If matchrec(θ,bn,q) = (θi, e,v), the message v was submitted by process p, m is a sequence of messages from p such 
that starts with the messages in q from p in the same order, and mnf contains a receive expression with branches bn in the active 
position, then there is a position j such that succeeds(mnf , m, j, θ) = (e, θ ′), m[ j] = v, and θ ′ = θ � θi .

Proof. Straightforward, since succeeds and mathcrec express the same behav- ior for Erlang message matching against re-
ceive expressions. �
Lemma A.10. Consider a MOP ↪→-derivation on the same process p

�1; 〈p, (θ, e),q1〉|� p
↪→ �2; 〈p, (θ, e),q2〉|� p

↪→ . . .
p

↪→ �n; 〈p, (θ, e),qn〉|�
Then (|�1; 〈p, (θ, e),q1〉|�|) = (|�n; 〈p, (θ, e),qn〉|�|).

Proof. The only possible steps that do not modify the expression of a process are (Sched). These steps move messages from 
the global mailbox to the local mailbox. As the translation in Definition 2.2 collects all the messages independently of the 
original (global or local mailbox), the translation is the same. �
Lemma A.11. If (θ, e) τ−→ (θ ′, e′) and 〈e′, θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l, �) then 〈e, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l, �).

Proof. By induction on the size of the derivation (θ, e) τ−→ (θ ′, e′).

Base Case:

• (Var): In this case the expression mnf must be a value v, e = X, θ ′ = θ , θ(X) = v, and the →-step used is (MNF)—i.e., 
θ ′′ = θ , l = [ ], and � = ∅). Then we can create a derivation:

(VAR) 〈X, θ〉 → (〈θ(X), θ〉, [ ],∅)
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• (Let2): We have a derivation

(Let2)

θ,let X = v in e2
τ−→ θ � {X → v}, e2

and 〈e2, θ � {X → v}〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l, �). Then we can build the following derivation:

(LET1)

(MNF) 〈v, θ〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [ ],∅) 〈e2, θ � {X → v}〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l,�)

〈let X = v in e2, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l,�)

• (Case2): We have the following derivation:

(Case2)
match(θ1,v,bn) = (θ ′, e)

θ1,case v of bn end
τ−→ θ1 � θ ′, e

By Proposition A.1 we have that succeeds_case(θ1, v, bn) = (mnf , θ1 � θ ′). Then we can build the following step using 
(CASE) and (MNF):

(CASE)

〈v, θ1〉 → (〈v, θ〉, [ ],∅) succeeds_case(θ1,v,bn) = (e, θ1 � θ ′)
〈e, θ1 � θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θ1 � θ ′〉, l,�)

〈case v of bn end, θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ1 � θ ′〉, l,�)

• (Apply2): In this case the derivation is

(Apply2)

θ,apply fname(vn)
τ−→ θ � {Xn → vn}, e

where fname = fun(Xn) → e. On the other hand, we have that 〈e, θ �{Xn → vn}〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l, �). Then we can create 
a derivation using the rule (APPLY):

(APPLY)

(MNF) 〈v1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅) . . .
(MNF) 〈vn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)

〈e, θ � {Xn �→ vn}〉(〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l,�)

〈apply fname(vn), θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l,�)

• (Call2): similar to the (Apply2) case.

Inductive Step:

• (Let1): In this case we have the following τ−→-derivation.

(Let1)
(A) θ, e1

τ−→ θ ′, e′
1

θ,let X = e1 in e2
τ−→ θ ′,let X = e′

1 in e2

The expression let X = e′
1 in e2 can be evaluated using (LET1) or (LET2), depending on the result of evaluating e′

1
(a value or an MNF). Suppose it is evaluated to a value:

(LET1)
(B) 〈e′

1, θ
′〉 → (〈v, θ∗〉, l,�) 〈e′

2, θ
∗ � {X �→ v}〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉)l′,�′)

〈let X = e′
1 in e2, θ

′〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l + l′,� · �′)
By Induction Hypothesis using (A) and (B) we have that 〈e1, θ〉 → (〈v, θ∗〉, l, �). Then we can build a derivation

(LET1)
〈e1, θ〉 → (〈v, θ∗〉, l,�) 〈e′

2, θ
∗ � {X �→ v}〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉)l′,�′)

〈let X = e1 in e2, θ〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′′〉, l + l′,� · �′)
If e′

1 is evaluated to a MNF different from a value, the reasoning is similar but using (LET2).

• (Call1): If this rule is applied is because the ith parameter of the call is the first one that is not a value, so the τ−→
derivation will be:

(Call1)

(Var)

(A) θ,Xi
τ−→ θ,vi

θ,call fname(v1,i−1,Xi,vvi+1,n)
τ−→ θ,call fname(v1,i−1,vi,vvi+1,n)

where θ(Xi) = vi . The expression call fname(v1,i−1, vi, vvi+1,n) can only be evaluated with the rule (CALL), so we 
have:
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(CALL)

〈v1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅)
...

(B) 〈vi, θ〉 → (〈vi, θ〉, [ ],∅)
...

〈vvn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)
eval(fname,v1, . . . ,vn) = v

〈call fname(v1,i−1,vi,vvi+1,n), θ〉 → (〈v, θ ′′〉, [ ],∅)

Note that in this case mnf is a value v and θ ′′ = θ . By the Induction Hypothesis from (A) and (B) we have (〈Xi, θ〉) →
(〈vi, θ〉, [ ], ∅). Then we can build the derivation:

(CALL)

〈v1, θ〉 → (〈v1, θ〉, [ ],∅)
...

〈Xi, θ〉 → (〈vi, θ〉, [ ],∅)
...

〈vvn, θ〉 → (〈vn, θ〉, [ ],∅)
eval(fname,v1, . . . ,vn) = v

〈call fname(v1,i−1,Xi,vvi+1,n), θ〉 → (〈v, θ ′′〉, [ ],∅)

• (Case1), (Apply1), (Send1), (Send2), and (Spawn1) are similar to the (Call1) case. �
Lemma A.12. Consider a MOP ↪→-derivation on the same process p

�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1
p

↪→ �2; 〈p, (θ2, e2),q2〉|�2
p

↪→ �3; 〈p, (θ3, e3),q3〉|�3
...

p
↪→ �n; 〈p, (θn,mnf ),qn〉|�n

where e1 �= mnf and the sequence of steps evaluates e1 to the next MNF (i.e., only e1 and mnf can be MNF expressions in 
{ei}). Then it is possible to perform a step (|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�|) ⇒ (|�n; 〈p, (θn,mnf ),qn〉|�n|) or (|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�|) =
(|�n; 〈p, (θn,mnf ),qn〉|�n|).

Proof. By induction on the number k of steps:

Base Case: k = 1, i.e., �1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1
p

↪→ �1; 〈p, (θ2,mnf ),q2〉|�2. We perform a case distinction:

• (Seq): Then e1 cannot be in MNF—because MNFs are evaluated using (Receive)—and we have a derivation:

(Seq)
θ1, e1

τ−→ θ2,mnf

�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1 ↪→ �1; 〈p, (θ2,mnf ),q1〉|�1

because (Seq) steps do not modify the global or local mailbox, and they do not generate new processes. If the step 
evaluates a newly created process p marked with * then θ1 = id, e1 = apply∗ fname(vn), fname = fun(Xn → mnf ), 
e2 = mnf , and θ2 = {Xn �→ vn}. In this case.

(|�1; 〈p, (id,apply∗ fname(vn),q1〉|�1|) = (|�1; 〈p, ({Xn �→ vn},mnf ),q1〉|�1|)
Otherwise, the translation of the original system will be:

(|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1|) =� p, 〈e1, θ1〉, l1 � ·�′

by Lemma A.9 we have that 〈e1, θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ2〉, [ ], ∅), so we can create a ⇒-step using (PROC):

(PROC)
〈e1, θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ2〉, [ ],∅) e1 is not MNF

� p, 〈e1, θ1〉, l1 � ·�′ ⇒� p, 〈mnf , θ2〉, l1 � ·�′

Clearly

(|�1; 〈p, (θ2,mnf ),q1〉|�1|) =� p, 〈mnf , θ2〉, l1 � ·�′
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• (Send): In this case we have a derivation where mnf is a value:

(Send)

(Send3)

θ1,p′′ ! mnf
send(p′′,mnf )−−−−−−−−→ θ1,mnf

�1; 〈p, (θ1,p′′ ! mnf ),q1〉|�1 ↪→ �1 ∪ (p′′,mnf ); 〈p, (θ1,mnf ),q1〉|�1

The translation of the system will be:

(|�1; 〈p, (θ1,p′′ ! mnf ),q1〉|�1|) =� p, 〈p′′!mnf , θ1〉, l1 � ·�′

Then we can create a ⇒-step using (PROC) and (BANG) as:

(PROC)

(BANG)
〈p′′, θ1〉 → (〈p′′, θ1〉, [ ],∅) 〈mnf , θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ1〉, [ ],∅)

〈p′′!mnf , θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θ2〉, [p′′!mnf ],∅)

� p, 〈p′′!mnf , θ1〉, l1 �⇒� p, 〈mnf , θ2〉, l1 + [p′′!mnf ] � ·�′

Finally, the obtained configuration is the translation of the destination system as the expression and context is the 
same, and the message p′′!mnf will be moved to the outbox of the sender:

(|�1 ∪ (p′′,mnf ); 〈p, (θ2,mnf ),q1〉|�1|) =� p, 〈mnf , θ2〉, l1 + [p′′!mnf ] � ·�′

Note that the step used to evaluate the expression cannot be (Let1) because in that case the resulting expression will 
not be MNF (after sending a message the result is a value, not a sequence of let expressions finished with a receive
expression).

• (Receive): If this rule is used then e1 must be MNF. There are two cases, e1 is a receive expression or it is a 
compound MNF where the receive appears inside a chain of let expressions. In the firs case we have the following 
derivation:

(Receive)

(Receive)

θ1,receive bn end
rec(κ,bn)−−−−−→ θ1, κ

�1; 〈p, (θ1,receive bn end),q1〉|�1 ↪→ �1; 〈p, (θ1 � θi,mnf ),q1\\v〉|�1

where matchrec(θ1,bn,q1) = (θi,mnf ,v). Then translation of the origin system is

(|�1; 〈p, (θ1,receive bn end),q1〉|�1|) =� p, 〈receive bn end, θ1〉, l1 � ·�′

Assuming that the consumed message comes from the same process p then we can generate the following ⇒-step:

(CONSUME2)

(RCV3)

succeeds(receive bn end, l′1, j, θ1) = (mnf , θ ′)
〈mnf , θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θ ′〉, [ ],∅)

〈receive bn end, θ1〉
l′1, j−→ (〈mnf , θ ′〉, [p′′!mnf ],∅)

� p, 〈receive bn end, θ1〉, l1 �⇒� p, 〈mnf , θ ′〉, l′′1 � ·�′

where l′1 ≡ l1|p , 1 ≤ j ≤ |l′1|, i is the position of the jth message of l′1 in l1, and l′′1 is l1 after removing the ith message. 
As the original derivation is MOP, then l′1 is starts with the same messages of q from p in the same order, so by 
Proposition A.5 we have that there is a position j such that succeeds(receive bn end, l′1, j, θ) = (mnf , θ ′) such that 
l′1[ j] = v and θ ′ = θ1 � θi . Therefore,

(|�1; 〈p, (θ1 � θi,mnf ),q1\\v〉|�1|) =� p, 〈mnf , θ1�〉, l′′1 � ·�′

because the removed message v from the mailbox q1 is the same as the one removed from the outbox l1.
If e1 is a compound MNF then we can build a similar derivation but using a chain of rules (RCV2) finished in a rule 
(RCV3) instead of one (RCV3) rule.
The reasoning is the same if the message consumed comes from a different process p′ , in that case using (CONSUME1)

instead of (CONSUME2).
• (Spawn): Assuming that the inner step uses rule (Spawn2) we have the following derivation:

(Spawn)

(Spawn2)

θ1,spawn(fname, [vn]) spawn(κ,fname,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−→ θ1, κ p′ fresh

�1; 〈p, (θ1,spawn(fname, [vn])),q1〉|�1 ↪→
�1; 〈p, (θ1,mnf ),q1〉 | 〈p′, (id,apply∗ fname [vn])〉 | �1

where mnf = κ{κ �→ p′} = p′ . The translation of the first system is
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(|�1; 〈p, (θ1,spawn(fname, [vn])),q1〉|�1|) =� p, 〈spawn(fname, [vn]), θ1〉, l1 � ·�′

so from the translated system we can perform the following step:

(PROC)

(SPAWN) 〈spawn(fname, [vn]), θ1〉 → (〈p′, θ1〉, [ ],� p′, 〈e, θ ′〉, [ ] �)

� p, 〈spawn(fname, [vn]), θ1〉, l1 � ·�′ ⇒
� p, 〈p′, θ1〉, l1 � · � p′, 〈e, θ ′〉, [ ] � ·�′

where fname = fun(Xn) → e, θ ′ = {Xn �→ vn} and p′ is fresh. As the apply is marked with *, it is translated to the 
body of the fname with the substitution for the parameter passing, so:

(|�1; 〈p, (θ1,mnf ),q1〉 | 〈p′, (id,apply∗ fname [vn])〉 | �1|)
=� p, 〈p′, θ1〉, l1 � · � p′, 〈e, θ ′〉, [ ] � ·�′

If the inner step uses rule (Let1) the reasoning is similar but creating a (LET2) derivation finishing in (SPAWN).
• (Sched): This step cannot occur because the (Sched) rule does not modify the expressions in the system, so e1 = mnf

hence violating the premise.

Inductive Step: m > 1. In this case we have a MOP ↪→-derivation on the same process p as follows:

�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1
p

↪→ �2; 〈p, (θ2, e2),q2〉|�2
p

↪→ �3; 〈p, (θ3, e3),q3〉|�3
...

p
↪→ �m; 〈p, (θm, em),qm〉|�m

p
↪→ �m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1〉|�m+1

where e1 �= mnf and the sequence of steps evaluates e1 to the next MNF (i.e., only e1 and mnf can be MNF expressions in 
{ei}). Here there are two cases: e2 = mnf or e2 �= mnf .

If e2 = mnf then the rest of steps are (Sched), the only rule that does not modify the expression. In this case, 
following the same reasoning as in the base case we have that (|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1|) ⇒ (|�2; 〈p, (θ2,mnf ),q2〉|�2|)
or (|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1|) = (|�2; 〈p, (θ2,mnf ),q2〉|�2|). The rest of steps are (Sched), so (|�2; 〈p, (θ2,mnf ),q2〉|�2|) =
(|�m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1〉|�m+1|). Therefore we have one of these situations:

• (|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1|) ⇒ (|�m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1〉|�m+1|), or
• (|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1|) = (|�m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1〉|�m+1|).

On the other hand, if e2 �= mnf we can split the derivation into two: a first step followed by a derivation:

�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1
p

↪→ �2; 〈p, (θ2, e2),q2〉|�2
p

↪→+ �m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1〉|�m+1

By the Induction Hypothesis we have that:

(|�2; 〈p, (θ2, e2),q2〉|�2|) ⇒ (|�m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1〉|�m+1|)
(note that the translations of both systems cannot be equal because e2 �= mnf ). Regarding the first step, it may be possible 
that

(|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1|) = (|�2; 〈p, (θ2, e2),q2〉|�2|)
if the first step is (Sched), which does not change the expression, or if it is a (Seq) step using (Apply2) to evaluate a newly 
created process (then e1 = apply∗ fname(vn)). In both cases using the Induction Hypothesis we have that:

(|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1|) ⇒ (|�m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1〉|�m+1|)
On the other hand, if we have

(|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1|) �= (|�2; 〈p, (θ2, e2),q2〉|�2|)
then we proceed by case distinction on the rule used in the first 

p
↪→ step, omitting (Sched) that has been already consid-

ered:
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• (Seq): Then we have a derivation

(Seq)
θ1, e1

τ−→ θ2, e2

�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1〉|�1 ↪→ �1; 〈p, (θ2, e2),q1〉|�1

and from the Induction Hypothesis we have

(PROC)
〈e2, θ2〉 → (〈mnf , θm+1〉, l,�) e2 is not MNF

(|�2; 〈p, (θ2, e2),q2)〉|�2|) ⇒ (|�m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1)〉|�m+1|)
(note that this step must be (PROC) because e2 cannot be a MNF because e2 �= mnf and a (Seq) step cannot be applied 
to a MNF). Then by Lemma A.11 we have that 〈e1, θ1〉 → (〈mnf , θm+1〉, l, �), so we can raise that derivation to a step

(|�1; 〈p, (θ1, e1),q1)〉|�1|) ⇒ (|�m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1)〉|�m+1|)
Again, e1 is not MNF.

• (Send): This step cannot use (Send3) directly, because in that case e2 = v which conflicts e2 �= mnf , so it will be inside 
a let expression. We will consider only one level of let expressions:

(Send)

(Let1)

(Send3)

θ1,p′′ ! v
send(p′′,v)−−−−−−→ θ1, v

θ1,let X = p′′ ! v in e′ send(p′′,v)−−−−−−→ θ1,let X = v in e′

�1; 〈p, (θ1,let X = p′′ ! v in e′),q1〉|�1
↪→ �1 ∪ (p′′, v); 〈p, (θ1,let X = v in e′),q1〉|�1

By the Induction Hypothesis we have a derivation

(|�1 ∪ (p′′, v); 〈p, (θ1,let X = v in e′),q1〉|�1|)
⇒ (|�m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1〉|�m+1|)

Because of the shape of the expression being evaluated, this step will use the rule (LET1) since the expression linked 
to the variable is evaluated to a value:

(PROC)

(LET1)
〈v, θ1〉 → (〈v, θ1〉, [ ],∅) 〈e′, θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θm+1〉, l′,�′)

〈let X = v in e′, θ1〉 → (〈θm+1,mnf 〉, l′,�′)
(|�1 ∪ (p′′, v); 〈p, (θ1,let X = v in e′),q1〉|�1|)
⇒ (|�m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1〉|�m+1|)

where θ ′ = θ1 � {X �→ v}. This derivation can be extended with an extra level of (BANG) to process the message 
submission:

(PROC)

(LET1)

(BANG)

〈p′′, θ1〉 → (〈p′′, θ1〉, [ ],∅)
〈v, θ1〉 → (〈v, θ1〉, [ ],∅)

〈p′′!v, θ1〉 → (〈v, θ1〉, [p′′!v],∅) 〈e′, θ ′〉 → (〈mnf , θm+1〉, l′,�′)
〈let X = p′′!v in e′, θ1〉 → (〈θm+1,mnf 〉, [p′′!v] + l′,�′)

(|�1; 〈p, (θ1,let X = p′′!v in e′),q1〉|�1|)
⇒ (|�m+1; 〈p, (θm+1,mnf ),qm+1〉|�m+1|)

Clearly, the message added in the global mailbox of the ↪→-step is the one generated in the process outbox, so by 
Definition 2.2 it will be in �m+1. If there are more levels of let expression the reasoning is similar.

• (Receive): The proof is similar to the previous case. From the step in the Induction Hypothesis we know there is a 
(PROC) derivation of the expression of the selected branch in the receive that starts in a state without the consumed 
message. We can raise this derivation to a (CONSUME1), if the message was originated in a different process p′ , or 
(CONSUME2), if the consumed message comes from the same process p. In both cases the selected branch is the same 
by Proposition A.5, and the consumed message is removed from the outbox.

• (Spawn): This case is similar to the (Send) case. This step cannot use (Spawn2) directly because e2 �= mnf , so 
it will be inside a let expression. Then the step will apply (Spawn) with (Let1) and (Spawn2) to reduce the 
expression let X = spawn fname(vn) in e′ to let X = p′ in e′ , while creating a new process p′ contain-
ing (id, apply∗ fname(vn)). From the Induction Hypothesis we have a ⇒-step evaluating let X = p′ in e′ using 
rules (PROC) with (LET1) because p′ is MNF. This derivation can be extended applying the rule (SPAWN) to eval-
uate the expression let X = spawn fname(vn) in e′ , which creates a process � p′, 〈e, {Xn �→ vn}〉, [ ] � where 
fname = fun(Xn) → e. Recall that by Definition 2.2 this process is the translation of 〈p′, (id,apply∗ fname(vn)), [ ]〉. As 
in the (Send) case, if there are more levels of let expression the reasoning is similar. �
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Lemma A.13. If there is a MOP trace of m grouped steps (m > 0)

�0;�0

p1

↪→+ �1;�1

p2

↪→+ . . .
pm

↪→+ �m;�m

where �m; �m is MNF and each group of steps contains steps on the same process pi such that (a) they do not change the expression, 
or (b) they evaluate the expression to the next MNF; then (|�0;�0|) = (|�m;�m|) or (|�0;�0|) ⇒+ (|�m;�m|).

Proof. By induction on the number of grouped steps �i−1; �i−1

pi

↪→+ �i; �i .

Base Case: m = 1. If the steps do not change the expression then (|�0;�0|) = (|�m;�m|) by Lemma A.10; otherwise 
(|�0;�0|) = (|�m;�m|) or (|�0;�0|) ⇒+ (|�m;�m|) by Lemma A.12.
Inductive Step: m > 1. By the Induction Hypothesis we have that (|�1;�1|) = (|�m;�m|) or (|�1;�1|) ⇒+ (|�m;�m|). If the 

first group of steps �0;�0

p0

↪→+ �1;�1 does not modify the expression then by Lemma A.10 we have that (|�0;�0|) =
(|�1;�1|). Otherwise by Lemma A.12 (|�0;�0|) = (|�1;�1|) or (|�0;�0|) ⇒ (|�1;�1|). Then there are 4 possibilities:

• (|�0;�0|) = (|�1;�1|) and (|�1;�1|) = (|�m;�m|). Trivially (|�0;�0|) = (|�m;�m|)
• (|�0;�0|) = (|�1;�1|) and (|�1;�1|) ⇒+ (|�m;�m|). Trivially (|�0;�0|) ⇒+ (|�m;�m|)
• (|�0;�0|) ⇒ (|�1;�1|) and (|�1;�1|) = (|�m;�m|). Then we can build a derivation

(Tr)
(|�0;�0|) ⇒ (|�m;�m|)
(|�0;�0|) ⇒+ (|�m;�m|)

• (|�0;�0|) ⇒ (|�1;�1|) and (|�1;�1|) ⇒+ (|�m;�m|). From the transitive step we have that

(Tr)
(|�1;�1|) ⇒ �′

1 �′
1 ⇒ �′

2 . . . �′
n−1 ⇒ (|�m;�m|) n ≥ 1

(|�1;�1|) ⇒+ (|�m;�m|)
Then we can build an extended derivation with an extra first step:

(Tr)

(|�0;�0|) ⇒ (|�1;�1|) (|�1;�1|) ⇒ �′
1

�′
1 ⇒ �′

2 . . . �′
n−1 ⇒ (|�m;�m|) n + 1 ≥ 1

(|�0;�0|) ⇒+ (|�m;�m|) �
Theorem 2.2 (Completeness of ⇒+ w.r.t. ↪→). If �; � ↪→+

mop �′; �′ and �′; �′ is a MNF system then (|�;�|) ⇒+ (|�′;�′|) or 
(|�;�|) = (|�′;�′|).

Proof. By Proposition A.4 there is a MOP trace �; � ↪→+ �′; �′ , that by Lemma A.8 can be converted to a grouped MOP 

trace �1; �1

p1

↪→+ �2; �2

p2

↪→+ . . .
pm

↪→+ �m+1; �m+1 where each group of steps �i; �i

pi

↪→+ �i+1; �i+1 contains steps on the 
same process pi such that (a) they do not change the expression, or (b) they evaluate the expression to the next MNF. Then 
by Lemma A.13 we have that (|�0;�0|) = (|�m;�m|) or (|�0;�0|) ⇒+ (|�m;�m|). �
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